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INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The limbs of vertebrates are highly adapted structures. They take 
many forms. Ifhat is normal for one group may be abnormal for other 
groups. Birds from the time of Archaeoptervx have normally had no more 
than four digits on each foot. In the order Columbiformes, none of the 
species normally have obvious feathering on the shank or on the toes or 
have significant interdigital webbing (3, p. 357; 89). Similarly the 
family Phasianidae of the order Galliformes normally shows no feathering 
on the shank or on the toes or extensive interdigital webbing. 
In domestic pigeons and fowl, foot anomalies are occasionally 
incorporated into fancy breeds. Darwin (26) was impressed by variation 
in these forms. Extra toes, feathered feet, and webbing between the 
toes may give an atavistic impression in these birds. However, the 
manifestations often go far beyond any known ancestral condition. It 
seems more likely that unusual developmental processes are concerned. 
Numerous studies of such conditions have been made, especially in the 
fowl. Dr. Hollander and I have been interested in such variation in 
the pigeon and therefore have been led to further investigation. 
Inheritance 
Web-foot in the pigeon 
Although web-foot, syndactylism, or the connecting of two or more 
toes with skin is a condition rarely reported in the pigeon literature, 
this condition has been found in many breeds. However, no variety 
possessing this character as a breed characteristic has come to notice. 
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In 1859 Darwin (25, p. 11) observed the occurrence of web-foot 
in feather-footed pigeons and noted that "...pigeons with feathered 
feet have skin between their toes." Later in 1868 he (26, p. 323-324) 
hypothesized a relationship between feathered feet and web-foot when 
he stated 
"In several distinct breeds of the pigeon and fowl, the 
legs and the two outer toes are heavily feathered, so 
that in the Trumpeter pigeon they appear like little 
wings." 
and 
"...that in pigeons of any breed, if the legs are feathered, 
the two outer toes are partially connected by skin. These 
two outer toes correspond with our third and fourth toes. 
Now, in the wing of the pigeon or any other bird, the first 
and fifth digits are wholly aborted; the second is rudimentary 
and carries the so-called 'bastard wing'; whilst the third 
and fourth digits are completely united and enclosed by skin, 
together forming the extremity of the wing. So that in feather-
footed pigeons, not only does the exterior surface support a 
row of long feathers, like wing feathers, but the very same 
digits which in the wing are completely united by skin become 
partially united by skin in the feet; and thus by the law of 
the correlated variation of homologous parts we can understand 
the curious connection of feathered le^s and membrane between 
the two outer toes." 
The first study on the inheritance of the web-foot condition was 
reported by Staples-Browne (74). He started with a web-foot Antwerp male. 
This breed is not normally feather-footed. The feet of this male were 
previously described by Bateson (6) as follows: 
"III. Both feet have the three digits completely webbed 
together to the base of the claw. The right foot has digits 
three and four united by a loose web, but digits two and 
three are closely webbed together so that they can scarcely 
be moved independently. In the left foot all three digits 
are thus closely united and the foot has a somewhat deformed 
appearance. This bird can, however, sit on a perch without 
difficulty." 
The right foot of this bird was illustrated by Tegetmeier (78). 
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This male was mated with a non-webbed female of the Nun breed. 
This breed is normally not feather-footed. F2, and testcross 
progeny were produced. Staples-Browne noted that the expression of 
the webbing fluctuated considerably in extent but still concluded 
that it was inherited as a simple Mendelian recessive factor. He 
added further that moderately webbed parents could produce more fully 
webbed progeny and vice versa. 
Bonhote (13; 15, pp. 97-99), using birds of the Dragoon breed 
also not feather-footed, confirmed Staples-Browne's results. However, 
a cross between the two web-foot families produced five normal and 
nine web-foot progeny. The feet of these nine progeny and of their 
parents were very clearly diagramed by Bonhote (15, p. 98). The 
amount of webbing between toes III and IV, as revealed by these 
diagrams, ranged from almost no expression to an opposite extreme 
distinguished in this thesis as the claws-fused phenotype. The extent 
of this range was the same as that shown in Figure 6. The amount of 
webbing between toes II and III, on the other hand, was small, 
never ranging in length more than one-fourth of its maximum possible 
distance. No webbing was noted between toes I and II. Bonhote (13) 
concluded that the web between toes II and III was genetically 
inseparable from the web between toes III and IV and further 
"...that the joining of the two strains has produced a factor 
disturbing the normal course of Mendelian inheritance." 
Cole (18) obtained a family of heavily muffed blue Tumbler pigeons 
in which toes III and IV were joined by webbing. A cross with normal 
revealed an almost complete dominance of normal. 
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In a review, Levi (59, p. 549) assigned the letter w as the factor 
symbol for web. He also presented a photograph of a web-foot Birmingham 
Roller. This pigeon's web connected toes II and III, not toes III and IV. 
Unfortunately this unique stock is no longer available. 
Polvdactvl types in the pigeon 
In 1916, a photograph of a polydactyl Racing Homer male found in 
Brisbane, Australia, was illustrated in an anonymous article (31). This 
bird had an extra hallux. lAien paired with a sister, this Homer sired 
one squab with an extra hallux on one foot. Fontaine (32) also observed 
a similar preaxial duplication in the Syrian Spot variety. No one else 
has commented on this variety. 
Hollander and Levi (52) reported the occurrence of a preaxial 
polydactyl condition accompanied by sublethal effects in a family 
of production Silver Kings at the Palmetto Pigeon Plant at Sumter, 3. C. 
This sublethal syndrome was found to be inherited as a single genetic 
factor. This factor was given the symbol py. 
In regard to the variation in the expression of this mutant 
phenotype the authors noted: 
"The feet varied from having only a single, broad flat hind 
toe with two claws to fantastic hand-like extremities with 
six digits and up to seven claws. Leg length varied from 
slightly below normal to very much shorter. Extra thumbs on 
the wings were absent in several cases. At the other extreme, 
two young which died before hatching had wings so extremely 
polydactylous that they resembled embryonic mammalian fore-paws." 
Noting further that the degrees of variation of the various 
abnormalities of this phenotype were clearly related, the authors 
classified the polydactyls according to severity into four categories 
of phenotypic expression. In so doing, they noted a definite 
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correlation between the age at death and the severity of the abnor­
malities. On the average, the more severely afflicted individuals 
died earlier in development than did those less severely afflicted. 
Hollander and Levi also investigated the inheritance of a viable 
preaxial polydactyl condition that they found in a family of White 
Carneaux. This second preaxial polydactyl type was the result of 
a single recessive factor. This condition, commonly found in birds 
of the Show King and French Mondain breeds, is here named Show King 
Polydactyly and is symbolized skpy in this thesis. 
Levi (59, p. 333) mentioned unpublished data of W. F. Hollander 
concerning a postaxial polydactyl condition termed extra-outer-toe or 
_t-polydactyly. This condition was found in 1948 in a family of German 
Beauty Homers by L. F. Tharp, Mississippi, and in 1951 in a family of 
Giant Homers by Gerard Hasz, Indiana. Birds of the Tharp type of 
Polydactyly produced by Tharp, Hollander, and at the I. 3. U. Genetics 
Laboratory, usually had one extra toe on each foot. On the other hand, 
birds of the Hasz type, produced only by Hasz, had four to six extra 
toes on each foot, and all failed to hatch. Hasz referred to such feet 
as "cauliflower feet." 
Hollander's data demonstrate that these polydactyl conditions 
were inherited as simple recessive factors. The two different types 
proved to be at least allelic and were given the common symbol _t. 
According to later unpublished data, Hollander crossed this post-
axial type with the Show King preaxial type, skpy, and found them 
not to be allelic. 
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Developmental Aspects 
The apical ectodermal ridge in relation to normal limb development 
The vertebrate limb bud first appears as a slight bulge in the 
lateral body wall (51; 53). This bud is soon represented as a distinct 
swelling projecting beyond the body wall and begins its lengthwise out­
growth perpendicular to the long axis of the embryo. Shortly after the 
bud appears, the covering ectoderm, initially indistinguishable from 
the ectoderm of adjacent regions, becomes thickened and forms the apical 
ectodermal ridge. Shortly after the formation of this ectodermal struc­
ture, a number of distinctive asymmetries appear in both the ectodermal 
and mesodermal layers. The dorsal surface becomes more rounded and the 
apical ectodermal ridge becomes more ventral in location. 
The bud next becomes lengthened, forming initially an elongated 
core of mesoderm covered by ectoderm. The apical ridge becomes restricted 
to the distal end and tapers down to the thin preaxial and postaxial 
ectoderm. Alterations in the shape of the limb accompanied by associated 
alterations in the ectodermal ridge soon appear. The autopod or paddle 
region is formed at the distal end of the limb. This flattened region 
forms the skeleton of the hand or foot. The apical ridge becomes 
restricted to this region. 
By removing the apical ectodermal ridge at the apex of the wing 
bud at selected stages and by inserting carbon particles into the wing 
bud at various stages, Saunders (69) revealed the importance of this 
apical ectodermal ridge in the development of the wing of the chicken. 
With its apical ridge removed, the very young limb bud was limited in 
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development to the scapular region. The territories destined to be the 
more distal elements of the limb appeared successively at the apex of 
the bud in a proximo-distal sequence, in contact with and under the 
influence of the apical ectodermal ridge. In effect, the removal of 
this ridge in successive stages limited the development of the limb to 
the region of the stylopod at first, to the zeugopod next, and finally 
to the proximal part of the autopod. The influence of the apical ridge 
on the formation of the digits has not been clearly demonstrated in the 
chicken, but it has, on the other hand, been well established by Tshumi 
(81) in an Anuran amphibian, Xenopus laevis. The role of the ridge 
therefore unfolds in the course of the outgrowth of the bud, since it 
provokes the appearance of the cellular material destined at first as 
the stylopod, later as the zeugopod, and finally as the autopod (57; 64). 
Generally, the formation of the limb is explained by a combination 
of a very simple preformed arrangement and of a series of interactions 
performed between the mesoderm and its covering ectoderm (63). Yet, 
while the apical ridge is the only ectodermal structure of which the 
morphological role has been demonstrated experimentally, cytochemical 
studies of Milaire (63) have implicated all of the ectodermal sheet. 
The apical ridge determines, in the proximo-distal sense, the growth 
and regionalization of the chondrogenic mesoderm. Following the deter­
mination of the proximal segments, it remains, however, morphologically 
undifferentiated and is distinguished only by its greater chemical 
activity. It acquires next its typical conformation at the time of 
genesis of the autopod and manifests a decreasing activity in the 
caudo-cephalic sense which leads to the formation of the precartilages 
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of the metapod. It undergoes finally a functional breaking up into 
active centers. These centers are responsible for the formation of the 
acropod. The remaining apical ectoderm is responsible for the involution 
of the interdigital mesoderm. The ectoderm which covers the dorsal and 
ventral faces of the limbs appears, on the other hand, to influence the 
growth and individualization of the mesoderm not destined to become 
skeleton (63). 
The chemical changes occurring in the ectoderm begin at the time 
of the appearance of the limb bud and continue until the presumptive 
digital mesoderm has been derived. The basal ectoderm cells increase, 
in size. The peridermal cells thicken and make contact with the basement 
membrane. The RM content increases in the basal cells. The amount of 
both acid and alkaline phosphatases increase in both the peridermal and 
the basal cells. These ectodermal changes occur only in those areas 
where the adjacent marginal mesoderm is undifferentiated (61; 63). 
In the very early stages the whole ectoderm of the limb is cyto-
chemically very active. As the limb grows outward, this activity 
becomes restricted very quickly to the apical area. Very soon it 
is limited strictly to the apical ridge. 
The cytochemical variations which accompany cytodifferentiation 
of the mesoderm have facilitated the study of the processes of 
chondrification and of endochondral ossification. These studies 
have also helped in defining precisely the origin and organogenesis 
of the perichondrium, the muscles, the tendons, and certain connective 
tissue structures. In each region these differentiations and their 
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morphogenetic activities progress in a proximo-distal sense (61; 63). 
Developmental study of mutant phenotypes 
Previous to the work of Saunders (69) the literature offered two 
general explanations for the development of structural limb abnormalities. 
The first suggested that an alteration in the amount of the initial mass 
of limb bud tissue was responsible (24; 72). The second indicated a 
partial or complete duplication or deletion of the limb field (34). 
These two hypotheses have since been discarded (97). Now, such abnor­
malities are thought to be the result of alterations in the series of 
interactions performed between the apical ridge and adjacent mesoderm 
(60 ) .  
A vast number of mutants in many species have been found which 
affect the structure of the limb, too many to be discussed in this 
thesis. Only those studied in efforts to understand the developmental 
relationship between the limb bud mesoderm and ectoderm will be discussed 
here. Only two species, the chicken and the mouse, have previously been 
utilized in studies of this type. 
Chicken mutants 
Wingless The first wingless mutant was reported by Waters 
and Bywaters (88) in 1943. Many seemingly unrelated organs such as 
the respiratory system, urogenital system, appendages, and plumage 
were affected by this lethal mutant. All three germ layers were involved. 
No genetic symbol was assigned to this mutant. 
Zwilling's (95) embryological investigation of this first wingless 
mutant demonstrated that the absence of wings in the homozygote was 
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related to a failure in the development of the apical ridge of the wing 
buds. Similar defects in the development of the apical ridge occurred 
later and produced less drastic abnormalities in the hind-limbs of 
these embryos. 
The apical ridge developed normally until the beginning of the 
third day in the wings and until the fifth day in the hind-limbs but 
failed to be elaborated beyond this time. The extent of the development 
of the limb was associated with the duration of the ridge, i.e. , the 
longer the ridge persisted, the more distally development proceeded. 
The wingless mutant served as a genetic confirmation of the work of 
Saunders (69). 
Later, Zwilling (94), using a second similar wingless mutant since 
the original one was lost, performed recombination experiments (91) 
interchanging the mesodermal and ectodermal components of normal and 
mutant limb buds. The development of the wingless mesoderm-normal 
ectoderm combination underwent more distal development than did the 
intact mutant limb bud controls. But, since the normal apical ridge 
sooner or later regressed, distal development was not completed. The 
other combination, wingless ectoderm with normal mesoderm, fared no 
better than did the mutant limb bud controls. Zwilling (94) interpreted 
this to support the hypothesis of a reciprocal relationship between 
the mesoderm and the apical ectodermal ridge. He further suggested 
that the maintenance of this ectodermal ridge by the mesoderm was 
defective in the mutant limbs. 
Duplicate and Polydactyly Polydactyly, an ancient preaxial 
foot-affecting mutant, has been studied for more than a half century. 
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These studies (7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 14; 21; 27; 28; 29; 50; 53; 54; 55; 75; 
76; 86; 97; and others) indicated that this mutant, symbolized Po, was 
generally dominant, but that in some cases individuals heterozygous or 
even homozygous for the mutant appeared normal. These cases were 
ascribed to other unanalyzed but at least partially genetic factors 
which prevented the expression of the mutant phenotype. The penetrance 
varied in different stocks and crosses. Failure of expression was 
greater in hétérozygotes than in homozygotes. 
The expression of the mutant phenotype was quite variable, 
especially in crossbred stocks. It ranged from a division of only 
the claw of the hallux to the replacement of the hallux by three 
digits. Further, heterodactylism was common, especially among hetero-
zygotes. Sinistral heterodactylism, left foot polydactyl and right 
normal, was much more common than the dextral type. 
Duplicate, symbolized Po*^, is a dominant allele of Polydactyly 
found by Warren (87). This allele differed from Polydactyly in that 
it can be more extreme (86). 
An extra wing digit was often found to be present on the preaxial 
side of the wing in eight-day embryos of these two mutant types. This 
digit almost always became reduced and usually failed to chondrify as 
a separate element (4; 5; 10; 71). In a few cases, however, the wing 
digits persisted and developed into well differentiated digits. As 
in the case of the foot, sinistral heterodactylism was found to be much 
more frequent than the dextral type. Individuals which had hetero­
dactylism of the left wing tended to express heterodactylism in the 
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left foot. This suggested that the modifying factors which influence the 
degree of expression of the mutant in the feet and the wings were at 
least in part the same (10). Duplicate showed wing abnormalities more 
frequently than did Polydactyly (86). 
In a very thorough set of experiments Sturkie (75; 76) subjected both 
heterozygous and homozygous polydactyl embryos to low temperatures of 
varying intensities for different periods of time. The incubation ages 
of these embryos ranged from twelve hours to five days. Sturkie found 
that the polydactyl phenotype was suppressed and that the degree of 
suppression for the homozygotes was about one half that for the hétéro­
zygotes with a given treatment and at the same stage of development. 
The suppression was found to be proportional to the intensity and 
duration of the low temperatures applied. Of the two, duration was 
found to be the more important factor in suppression. Further, the 
most sensitive period was found to be at three days of development. 
These results were later confirmed by Warren (86). 
Hansborough (49) and Zwilling and Hansborough (97) examined the 
development of these two mutants. By taking careful measurements they 
found no difference in size between either duplicate, polydactyl, or 
normal limb buds during stages 18-21 of Hamburger and Hamilton (47). 
There was also no difference in the appearance of the apical ridge 
between these three types of limbs at these stages. Polydactyly and 
duplicate were each first indicated on the fourth day, stages 22-23, 
by a preaxial enlargement associated with a preaxial extension of the 
apical ectodermal ridge. Three-day limb buds were separated into 
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preaxial and postaxial halves with tantalum foil. Duplicate and poly-
dactyl buds revealed that the preaxial part had a developmental capacity 
much greater than the normal equivalent. In addition, recombination 
experiments interchanging the ectodermal and mesodermal components of 
both duplicate and polydactyl limbs with normal ones demonstrated that 
the developmental defect was located in the mesoderm. 
These results and the results of the wingless studies were used by 
Zwilling and Hansborough to strongly support the hypothesis of a 
reciprocal inductive relationship between the mesoderm and the apical 
ectodermal ridge. According to this hypothesis, either of the two 
dominant allelic mutants causes an abnormally greater distribution of 
the mesodermal factor or factors responsible for the maintenance of 
the apical ectodermal ridge. 
The talpid lethal mutants Three talpid mutants have been 
reported in the literature, all simple autosomal recessives, lethal 
before hatching (2; 19; 20; 30). Generally the mutant embryos displayed 
gross and histological malformations of varying degrees in the feet, 
wings, and body form. Each foot consisted of from seven to eight 
syndactylous digits of approximately equal length, and each wing was 
made up of five or six digits fused to form a hand-like structure. 
None of the digits were normal. 
The talpid phenotypes could be first detected macroscopically 
at about stage 23. The average lifespan of the mutant embryo was 
8-10 days for talpid-1, 13 days for talpid-2, and 5-6 days for talpid-3. 
None survived to hatching. 
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Abbott et al. (2) examined the apical ectodermal ridge of the 
talpid-2 mutant limb, and Ede and Kelley (30) examined this structure 
of the talpid-3 limb. The talpid-1 limb was not examined in this 
respect. In both examined cases the apical ectodermal ridge was 
enlarged and certainly more extensive than normal. This ridge 
remained thick and supposedly functional over the digit-forming area 
for a longer time than in normal siblings. In each case the mutant 
limb appeared to differ in its ability to maintain this apical ridge. 
Since the talpid limb had no normal digits, the entire ridge was 
probably affected. 
Using a modification (41) of the method of Zwilling (91), Goetinck 
and Abbott (40) interchanged the ectodermal and mesodermal components 
of normal and talpid-2 limbs. The combination of talpid-2 ectoderm 
with normal mesoderm produced normal limbs while the reciprocal 
combination, normal ectoderm and talpid-2 mesoderm, resulted in 
typical talpid-2 limbs thus indicating that the limb abnormalities 
were the result of a mesodermal defect. Such recombination studies 
have not been reported for talpid-3. 
The diplopod mutants Four distinct diplopod mutants have 
been reported: (77), dp^ (58), (39), and dp'^ (1). In spite 
of the unorthodox symbolism, none of these seem to be allelic. The 
first three were simple autosomal recessive lethals. The fourth, 
also a lethal, was sex-linked. Principally these similar phenotypes 
had a unique type of polydactylism, a partial doubling of the digits, 
in both the wings and the feet, a reduction in length of the long 
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bones of the limbs, and a shortening of the upper beak, ûiplopod 
embryos were found to be retarded in general development. 
The ectoderm-mesoderm relationship has been examined for three of 
these mutants: dp^, dp^, and dp^. According to a personal letter, dated 
February 8, 1967, from U. K. Abbott, Berkeley, California, the apical 
ectodermal ridge became enlarged and thickened over a larger area during 
stages 23-24. Reciprocal exchanges between ectodermal and mesodermal 
components of normal and mutant limb buds revealed in each case that 
the limb abnormalities were the result of a mesodermal alteration. 
Eudiplopodia The development of eudiplopodia, a recessive lethal 
mutant found by Rosenblatt et al. (67), was examined by Goetinck (39). 
Commonly, a partial second foot was formed on top of the regular comple­
ment of toes. Goetinck found that a second ectodermal ridge was formed 
in the dorsal ectoderm during stages 22 and 23. In earlier stages, the 
mutant limbs appeared histologically normal in every respect. Recombina­
tion experiments involving the reciprocal interchange of eudiplopod and 
normal limb bud components indicated that the genetic alteration was in 
the ectoderm. Goetinck suggested that the eudiplopod genotype modified 
the dorsal ectoderm so that it was able to respond to the inductive 
influence of the mesoderm and subsequently to form a secondary ectodermal 
ridge. 
The brachvdactyly complex This complex consisted of brachy-
dactyly, or the shortening of the fourth toe in various degrees; ptilo-
pody, or the presence of feathers replacing scales along the fourth 
tarsometatarsus and the fourth digit; and syndactyly between the third 
and fourth toes. The first reported genetic and developmental studies 
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of this complex were by Danforth (22; 23). His work demonstrated that 
the three conditions of this complex were the result of a single 
incompletely dominant gene. The amount of foot feathering varied more 
or less inversely with the relative length of the fourth toe. Further, 
this complex was found to develop independently of Polydactyly. 
Jaap (5Ô) found that the development of syndactylism could be 
detected the seventh or eighth day of incubation, while brachydactyly 
could be detected between the eighth and tenth day. The variation of 
the brachydactyl condition ranged from the restriction of claw size 
to complete absence of the third and fourth phalanges along with the 
claw of the fourth toe. Intermediate stages exhibited shortening, 
fusion, or both of the third and fourth phalanges. Jaap suggested 
that the final expression of the syndrome depended to a great degree 
on modifying factors. 
Schmalhausen (71) found an active migration of postaxial skeletogen-
ous mesenchyme towards the ectoderm of the postaxial side of the foot 
in brachydactyl embryos. Later this mesenchyme formed rudiments of 
feathering. He suggested that the fourth digit was not fully formed 
for lack of material. 
Goetinck (38) made reciprocal recombinations between the limb bud 
components of brachydactyl and normal embryos. Limbs composed of normal 
mesoderm and mutant ectoderm developed into limbs exhibiting only the 
ptilopody condition. The other combination, mutant mesoderm and normal 
ectoderm, resulted in limbs also showing ptilopody. The limbs of the 
latter combination, however, were divided about equally between 
brachydactyl and non-brachydactyl types. The non-brachydactylous 
limbs were all syndactylous between toes III and IV. This suggested that 
the ptilopod action of this mutant was developmentally separable from the 
brachydactyl and syndactyl effects. The ptilopod action occurred in both 
the ectoderm and mesoderm of the mutant limb, while the brachydactyl and 
syndactyl effects occurred only in the mesoderm and probably in associa­
tion with the digitation process of toes III and IV. 
Mouse mutants 
Developmental studies by Gruneberg's group In 1956 Gruneberg 
(43) reported the anatomical description of the osseous cartilage 
skeletons for three different syndactylous mutant phenotypes in the 
mouse, syndactylism (sm), oligosyndactylism (O3) , and shaker with 
syndactylism (37) • 'Sriefly, all tlixee phenotypes could first be 
distinguished from normal on about the twelfth day of embryonic develop­
ment by the shape of their limb buds. The limb buds of the mouse do not 
yet contain any cellular precartilage condensations representing future 
digits at that stage. From this it was concluded that the shape of 
the limb determined the skeletal anatomy of the limb, and not the 
converse. Syndactylism involved primarily digits III and IV and 
occasionally digit II. Oligosyndactyly, a semidominant mutant lethal 
in the homozygous state, affected usually digits II and III, but 
occasionally digit IV was involved. Shaker with syndactylism, a semi-
lethal recessive mutant, involved either digits II and III, digits III 
and IV, or all three digits. 
Developmental studies (44) on syndactylism revealed that the 
ectodermal ridge appeared normal in the hind-limbs of ten-day syndactyl 
embryos. In the fore-limbs, however, the apical ridge appeared thicker 
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than normal and was projected into the underlying mesoderm in a convex 
manner. In the eleven-day embryos, the apical ectodermal ridge of the 
hind-limbs became altered in the same manner. The appearance was 
described by Gruneberg as follows: 
"^•Tliereas in sections the apical ectodermal ridge of the 
normal embryo projects nipple-like over the surface of 
the limb bud, that of the am/am embryo is embedded in the 
underlying mesenchyme rather than lying on top of it." 
The apical ectodermal ridge clearly became more thickened and 
bulkier than in normal limbs. This enlargement was not due to an 
increase in cell size alone but also to an increase in cell number. 
This caused a deformation of the autopod which was the mechanical 
cause for the crowding of the middle digits and thus for the syndactylism. 
Similar studies were carried out with oligosyndactylism (45). He 
observed that the alterations in the skeletal anatomy of the adult limb 
of oligosyndactyl mice were the result of a reduction in the amount of 
preaxial mesenchymal material in the foot plate of the eleven-day embryo 
available for skeletal development. This led to a crowding of the pre-
cartilaginous blastemas and thus to the structural abnormalities. 
Griineberg, however, did not report observations on the apical ridge. 
Gruneberg (46) also studied the development of the shaker with 
syndactylism phenotype. He found that the reduction in mesenchymal 
material occurred in both the preaxial and postaxial parts of the foot 
plate. As in the other two types of syndactylism, the precartilaginous 
blastemas were crowded as a result of this reduction and tended to 
partially or completely fuse. Again no observations on the apical 
ridge were mentioned. 
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Milaire (62; 63), using cytochemical methods, studied the early 
development of the limbs in oligosyndactyl mice. He found that there 
was an abnormally severe degeneration in the preaxial part of the 
ectodermal ridge of the limb of the eleven-day embryo. This was 
preceded by an extensive degeneration in the preaxial mesoderm. As 
a result, the mesodermal field was clearly reduced in late eleven-day 
and early twelve-day oligosyndactyl limbs. Milaire (60) suggested that 
the primary action of the mutant gene resided in the mesoderm and that 
this action weakened the ability of the apical ectodermal ridge to be 
maintained. 
Milaire (50) also briefly discussed unpublished cytochemical 
studies on syndactylism and dominant hemimelia (73). Both involved 
intrinsic changes in the preaxial part of the ectodermal ridge but 
were not preceded by any apparent modification of the adjacent mesoderm. 
Syndactyl limbs showed a resulting hypertrophy of the preaxial part of 
the apical ridge leading to a late breaking up of this ridge into 
digital centers; while in heterozygous dominant hemimelia limbs the 
preaxial part of the ectodermal ridge was not affected by cellular 
degeneration but, instead was increased in its metabolic properties. 
Luxate and luxoid Luxate and luxoid are two mutants similar 
in foot phenotype to dominant hemimelia. In individuals homozygous 
for any one of these three mutants the tibia was often reduced or 
missing. The hind-feet usually showed preaxial hemimelia. The 
heterozygotes generally showed preaxial triphalangy or Polydactyly in 
the hind-limbs (17; 33). 
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Luxate has been examined developmentally by Carter (17). He 
hypothesized that the manifold effects of luxate all trace back to one 
unifying cause, a cranial shift of the "limb inductor." This shift 
would then lead to either imperfect morphological control or loss of 
such control of the distal end of the limb field. Accordingly, Carter 
noted: 
"slight displacement of the limb inductor caused by luxate 
when heterozygous would tend to result in preaxial Poly­
dactyly; and the greater shift when luxate is homozygous 
would move the anterior part of the limb inductor beyond 
the region of potency leading to preaxial hemimelia." 
Although making reference to the apical ectodermal ridge, Carter did 
not make a detailed examination of this structure. 
Forsthoeffel (33) observed that the luxoid phenotype first became 
distinguishable in the front limbs of eleven-day embryos when the foot 
plate began to form. He explained the excess and deficient development 
in heterozygotes and homozygotes respectively in the same manner as 
Carter (17) did for luxate, i.e., by a cranial shift in the "limb 
inductor." He further found that the excess preaxial development in 
heterozygotes was accompanied by an\increased ectodermal ridge, while 
deficient development in homozygotes was accompanied by a smaller ridge. 
Zwilling and Ames (96) criticized Carter's limb inductor hypothesis 
very severely. This hypothesis was shorn to be incompatible with 
established facts, such as the basic proximo-distal development of the 
limb. Zwilling and Ames alternatively suggested that the anomalies 
affecting the mutant limbs could result from irregularities in the 
maintenance of the apical ectodermal ridge. 
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Principal accomplishments of developmental studies of mutant phenotypes 
Developmental studies of limb-affecting mutant phenotypes have 
clearly established four principal points. First of all, the limb 
abnormalities resulted from abnormalities in the interaction between 
the apical ectodermal ridge and the mesoderm. Second, the primary mutant 
action can occur either in the mesoderm, in the ectoderm, or perhaps even 
in both the ectoderm and the mesoderm. However, in most cases the action 
was located only in the mesoderm. Third, these anomalies result in 
changes in the shape of the affected limb. These changes in shape 
determine the skeletal anatomy and not vice versa. Finally, as shown 
by Sturkie (75; 76), environmental effects are not to be discounted. 
Chick-duck limb bud chimeras 
Curious as to which component of a duck foot bud was responsible 
for the formation of the webbing in the duck foot, Zwilling (92; 93) 
interchanged mesodermal and ectodermal components between limbs from 
White Pekin duck embryos and White Leghorn chicken embryos. In the 
duck mesoderm-chick ectoderm chimeras, typically webbed duck-like feet 
were formed. The reciprocal combination also produced limbs with webbing 
between the toes. This webbing was thinner than that of a normal duck 
foot and was not always complete. 
Hampe (48) performed a similar experiment. The duck mesoderm-
chicken ectoderm chimeras produced a typically webbed duck foot. The 
chick mesoderm-duck ectoderm combination did not fare so well. Only 
two of the grafts survived. Neither demonstrated webbing. Hampe's 
experiment differed from that of Zwilling. Hampe just removed the 
ectodermal ridge from a foot and replaced it with another one, while 
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Zwilling exchanged whole limb bud components. 
From these observations Zwilling (93) concluded that, although the 
mesoderm was mainly responsible, both the mesoderm and the ectoderm play 
roles in the formation of webbing in duck feet. The specific roles of 
each component were not defined. 
Cell death in normal limb development 
The mechanism of cell death is a normal process during embryonic 
development. This process occurs consistently in particular locations 
at specific stages of development. Discussions of the participation of 
this process in normal development and cytological descriptions of this 
phenomenon can be found in an excellent review by Glucksmann (37) and 
in reports by Zwilling (90) and by Saunders (68). 
The occurrence of localized necrotic zones in the wing was 
investigated by Saunders et al. (70). They correlated these zones 
in regard to location and developmental age with the topographical 
distribution of wing parts and with the contouring of the wing. Necrotic 
areas were found in several regions of the developing wing. In stages 
21-23 they were found in the proximal part of the preaxial mesoderm of 
the wing bud and extended to the body wall. New areas became apparent 
along the postaxial edge of the bud. In time, these areas appeared to 
move distally to help in defining digits II and IV. The necrotic zones 
between digits II and III and between digits III and IV began to develop 
at stages 29 and 31 respectively. The authors found evidence suggesting 
that the apical ectodermal ridge may be involved in the control of this 
process. This suggestion was later confirmed and broadened by Milaire 
(63). 
The belief that necrosis is at least partially responsible for 
the defining of the digits of a vertebrate limb was given strong support 
by Saunders (68). He found that the entire interzone between the first 
and second digits became necrotic in developing duck feet. In the adult, 
these toes are the only ones not joined by webbing. In the other inter-
digital zones of the same developing feet, however, necrotic areas were 
restricted to only the marginal regions. 
Citing unpublished findings, Saunders further noted that interdigital 
necrosis was greatly reduced in chimeric feet consisting of chick mesoderm 
and duck ectoderm. The resulting toes were found to be joined by a thin 
web. Saunders followed his discussion of chimeric feet by stating that 
interdigital erosion should be studied in other normal and mutant animals. 
Objectives of the Present Study 
In view of the availability of several interesting foot-affecting 
mutants in the pigeon at the Genetics Laboratory of Iowa State University, 
a study of genetic and developmental aspects has been undertaken. The 
development of each of three mutant phenotypes, web-foot, _t-polydactyly, 
and Davis syndrome, was examined stage by stage in order to describe as 
accurately as conditions would permit the events of embryonic development 
which led to each set of final limb abnormalities. Each description was 
used to explain the variation in expression of the corresponding mutant 
phenotype. In the case of web-foot, enough data concerning asymmetry 
and variation in the post-embryonic expression were available to permit 
observations to be made on the heredity-environment relationship. 
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Skeletal element formation, interdigital necrosis, and the apical 
ectodermal ridge were examined in each case in order to determine how 
each was affected by mutant development. 
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I-IA.TEilIAL3 AND tETHODJ 
Inheritance Studies 
Standard of reference 
The standard type of reference used in pigeon genetics studies is 
the Rock pigeon, Golumba 1ivia. thought by many authorities to be the 
sole progenitor of all domestic pigeons. This latter point is adequately 
discussed by Levi (59, pp. 37-39). The standard type of reference is 
defined as tlie prevailing condition in the Rock pigeon. Accordingly, the 
standard foot phenotype is the usual four-toed condition with no webbing, 
or at most a slight trace between the toes as illustrated in Figure 6a. 
Genetic deviations from this standard are considered as abnormal or 
mutant. 
Over-all ancestral and historical outline Seventeen different 
sources of the web-foot mutant were used. A list of these birds and 
their contributors is presented in Table 1. 
Sight of these seventeen birds undisputedly belonged to distinct 
breeds. Four were Racing Homers, one a Giant Homer, one a Modena, one 
a German Trumpeter, and one a Lahore. Six of the remaining nine were 
known by pedigree to be complex breed mixtures. The remaining three 
were of unknown pedigree. One of these appeared to be at least part, 
if not predominantly Racing Homer in origin. The other two, each from 
a different breeder in a different state, were sent to the I. 3. U. 
Genetics Laboratory as being of the Birmingham Roller breed. However, 
even though the birds were very ^Roller-like'' in appearance, both had 
fairly extensive muffs suggesting that the birds were not "pure-bred." 
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Table lo Source birds in the web-foot study 
Bird and sex Breed Classification Feathered Contributor 
of webbing feet 
AU52NHH1498 Racing Homer 4-5 No Joseph Cavaliere 
NPA55B16673 Racing Homer 3-4 (?) No David Hornung 
•WFH646E ^ German 
Trumpeter 
3-4 Muff Gordon Reese 
WH829A ? Mixed None (+/w) No W. F. Hollander 
WFH878M g Mixed None (f/w) No W. F. Hollander 
U14.6 Birmingham 
Roller (Î) 
6 Muff ( ? )  Craig Grafton 
Û61T6286 $ Birmingham 
Roller (2) 
6 Muff ( ? )  Rodney CarIon 
U14.18 Racing Homer (?) 4 No Henry Behme 
NPA61CG42 ? Modena 2 No Gerald Dooley 
NPA64CB91 d* Giant Homer 4 No Joseph Frazier 
IF62A315 ? Racing Homer 4 No Robert Essex 
WH805A cf Mixed None f4r/w) No W. F. Hollander 
U7P, R, U Mixed None (+/w) No W. F. Hollander 
AU63K3070 ? Racing Homer None (+/w) •+/grouse Robert Davis 
WFH767G1 ^  Mixed None (-t/w) No W. F. Hollander 
WFH812A. % Mixed None (-t/w) No W. F. Hollander 
D2448 $ Lahore 1 Grouse Purchased 
Information concerning the breeds mentioned here and concerning other 
breeds may be found in Levi (59). 
These original birds and their descendants were bred together at 
first in a more or less haphazard fashion; but towards the end of the 
breeding tests, inbreeding and strong selection in favor of the claws-
fused phenotypic expression of web-foot was practiced in one family. 
This family was appropriately named the "Claws-fused family." 
As would be expected, the sources acquired earlier generally played 
a greater ancestral role in the flock than sources found later. All in 
all, over one-half of the bloodlines of the stock traced back to one 
pair, NPA55B15573, a Racing Homer male and '(JFH646E, a German Trumpeter 
female. Pedigree charts of matings involving this pair and their 
descendants are presented in Figures 1 and 2. An additional quarter 
of the bloodlines trace back to the two so-called Rollers. The matings 
involving these two birds and their descendants are presented in Figure 3. 
All other matings not listed in these three charts are included in 
Figures 4 and 5. 
The early matings were made in Gilbert, Iowa, by W. F. Hollander 
during the years 1953-1964. A pedigree chart of these early matings is 
shown in Figure 4. In 1963 web-foot pigeons were first brought to the 
I. S. U. Genetics Laboratory. Matings involving web-foot were continued 
until August 1, 1967. 
Progeny of each different mating were distinguished by a serial 
mating number and each offspring in succession was assigned a different 
letter. All matings made at Gilbert, Iowa, were designated as from the 
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^Supposed heterozygote for web-foot. 
Supposed homozygote for the normal allele of web-foot. 
^For descendants of this pair, see Figure 2, the Claws-fused family. 
Figure 1. Pedigree chart of matings involving NPA55B16673 and I'JFH64GE and their descendants 




























^Only one foot claws-fused. 















Figure 3. Matings involving U14.6, Û61T6286, and their descendants 
labeled as from the U series. 
Ill July, 1964, an individual record sheet was devised and printed. 
At that time such records were filled out for every bird in the flock. 
Since then the individual bird records have been filled out for all squabs 
at the time of weaning and for older birds added to the flock when ob­
tained. These individualized records included a diagram of a normal 
pair of pigeon feet permitting the extent of webbing to be marked for 





























Figure 4» Web-foot matings made in Gilbert, lowa, by W. F. Hollander 
Most of the matings, 53 in number, were made between web-foot 
individuals; however, eleven testcross matings, thirteen matings between 
F]_ individuals, and nine matings between web-foot and homozygous normal 
served as a check. The results from these matings were examined. 
Variation in expression From the individual records, in a few 
cases notations on breeding records concerning squabs that died before 







^Phenotypically normal, genotype unknown. 
^Heterozygous web-foot. 
''Web-foot. 
^Homozygous for the normal allele of web-foot. 
Figure 5. All web-foot matings not listed in previous charts 
all classifiable web-foot pigeons was separately classified for expres­
sion of the phenotype, and each bird was classified for asymmetry, or 
difference in expression of the mutant in the two feet of the same bird. 
Individual foot expression Since the webbing between toes III and 
IV ranged continuously from "normal'' or no expression of the mutant to the 
claws-fused extreme, any classification system used would be an arbitrary 
one. Six classes were defined. The most proximal point of the distal or 
free edge of the web was, in Glass 1, one-fourth or less of its maximal 
possible distance; one-fourth to one-half of this distance in Class 2; 
one-half to three-fourths of this maximal distance in Class 3; and three-
fourths to all of this distance in Class 4. In Class 5 the web was 
complete. Further, the distal phalanx of toe III was slanted toward toe 
IV, but there was distinct webbing separating the toes at their distal 
ends. In Glass 6, the most extreme class, the web was complete, and the 
distal phalanx of toe III was slanted toward toe IV in a manner to permit 
the partial fusion of the two claws. The limits of these classes are 
illustrated in Figure 6. This classification system was also used in 
a corresponding manner to describe webbing between toes II and III and 
between toes. I and II. 
The number of feet and the percentage of the total were noted for 
each class. Using these categories, feet of progeny of certain parental 
types and combinations of these types were classified, totaled, and 
compared with each other and with the over-all total in an effort to 
detect a genetic basis for the variation in expression of the mutant 
phenotype. 
Asymmetry in expression All classifiable birds were placed into 
one of three qualitative classifications for asymmetry. All birds which 
demonstrated no asymmetry were placed in Class a; those in which the 
right foot showed more expression than the left were placed in Class b; 
and those in which the left foot showed more expression than the right 
were placed in Class c. Asymmetrical birds were further classified 
according to degree. The various class totals and breeding data were 
examined in an effort to detect any genetic basis for asymmetry and to 
clarify the relationship between genetic and nongenetic influences 
bringing about this variation in expression of this mutant phenotype. 
The Claws-fused family Selection for the claws-fused or Class 6 
phenotype was practiced in order to provide pairs that would produce a 
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y, % % 
M , 
Figure 6. Illustrations showing the range of variation in expression of 
web-foot between toes III and IV 
Glass 1: from and including a to and including b 
Class 2: from b to and including c 
Class 3: from c to and including d 
Class 4: from d to and including e 
Class 5: from e to g; illustrated by f 
Class 6: illustrated by g 
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high percentage of this type of progeny for use in the developmental 
study of this mutant. One pair was chosen because the progeny demon­
strated a distinctly higher proportion of Class ô feet than did other 
matings. The descendants of this pair have been very closely interbred 
with the majority of the matings being sib matings. With exception of 
the original male, only two individuals were used that did not have both 
feet classified in Class 5. These two birds, both males, each had one 
foot in that category and were used only because of a shortage of males 
in the family at the time. A pedigree chart of this family is shown in 
Figure 2. 
Relationship between feathered feet and web-foot Levi (59, pp. 
329-330) listed three different types of feathered foot conditions in 
the pigeon, grouse, slipper, and muff. Grouse is inherited clearly as 
a partially dominant factor. According to authors cited by Levi, even 
though the inheritance of muff is not clear, dominant factors were 
strongly indicated. No genetic investigations have been reported for 
slipper. Of these three conditions, Darwin (26, pp. 323-324) obviously 
was referring to the muff condition at least in his mentioning of the 
Trumpeter varieties of pigeons. 
Since muff, the most extreme feather-footed condition of the three, 
is a breed characteristic of the German Trumpeter, the breed of a major 
web-foot progenitor, this would seem to offer a good opportunity not 
only to determine the mode of inheritance of muff, but also to evaluate 
its supposed relationship with web-foot. However, critical matings and 
adequate numbers of carefully classified progeny were not obtained. The 
information available was evaluated. 
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No data from matings known to involve slipper and web-foot were 
available. Data from two matings involving grouse and web-foot were 
evaluated. 
t-polydactyly 
Origin of stock Birds of the _t-polydactyl stock could be divided 
into two major groups. The first group clearly derived their _t alleles 
only from birds from the loft of L. F. Tharp. The second group was of 
mixed origin. Each bird in this group could have derived at least one 
allele from either the Tharp or Hasz origin. No birds known to have 
clearly derived their _t alleles only from the Hasz source were available. 
Pigeons of this stock were brought to the I. 3. U. Genetics Labora­
tory about January 1, 1963, and on subsequent dates from the loft of 
W. F. Hollander. A few heterozygous birds were acquired from W. J. 
Miller, Iowa. These latter birds, labelled as from the WJM mating 
series, were descended from stock acquired by Miller from Hollander. 
Matings involving this mutant were continued until October 1, 1967. 
Variation in expression Individual record sheets of those 
homozygous _t-polydactyl birds present in the flock in July, 1964, and 
for those acquired or raised subsequent to that date were examined. 
Breeding records were checked concerning squabs that died from the 
period just before hatching up to weaning age. Only birds that were 
either brought to or produced at the I, 3. U. Genetics Laboratory were 
considered except in pedigree analysis. Pedigrees of homozygous jt-
polydactyl individuals showing a normal phenotype were examined and 
peculiarities were noted. Two closely related females, U30E and U300N, 
of somewhat extreme phenotype were used as a basis to begin selection 
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for an increase in the number of extra toes. Pictures of the feet of 
these birds are shown on page 61. The limited results of this selection 
and other pedigree data were examined in an effort to show a genetic 
basis for extremeness in foot phenotype. 
Relationship between t-polydactyly and Show King Polydactyly 
The unpublished breeding data of Hollander were re-examined and 
compared with more recent data from matings involving Show King Poly­
dactyly Cskpy) and t-polydactyly. These matings are shown in Figure 7. 
This examination was made in an attempt to clarify the developmental 
relationship J if any, between these two mutant phenotypes. 
Davis syndrome 
This abnormal phenotype was first found in a Racing Homer female, 
ÂU63K3070, of long pedigree. Although this pedigree showed common 
ancestors on both paternal and maternal sides, none were close. This 
female was offered and sent to the I. 3. U. Genetics Laboratory in 
1954 in response to an appeal for information placed in a Racing Homer 
publication (51). This phenotypic condition was named after its finder, 
Robert J. Davis, Indiana. 
Toes I and II of each foot of the original female appeared to be 
tightly bound together along their entire length by webbing. Toe I 
appeared to be in a normal or quasi-normal position while toe II was 
displaced preaxially. Both feet were similar in appearance. No 
alteration in wing structure was observed. A picture of the feet 
of this original bird is shown on page 62. 
This female was the basis of a family whose pedigree chart is 


























homozygous for the normal alleles of the three mutants of concern. 
^Heterozygous for both _t-polydactyly and Show King Polydactyly. 
^Heterozygous for ^-Polydactyly and from the Hasz stock. 
^Homozygous for Show King Polydactyly. 
^Homozygous for t-polydactyly. 
^Homozygous for both t-polydactyly and Show King Polydactyly and 
heterozygous for web-foot. 
"Homozygous for t-polydactyly and heterozygous for Show King 
Polydactyly and web-foot. 
homozygous for _t-polydactyly, Show King Polydactyly, and web-foot. 
^Homozygous for Show King Polydactyly and heterozygous for _t-
polydactyly. 
Figure 7. Pedigree chart of matings involving both t-polydactyly and 
















Figure 8. The Davis syndrome family 
evaluated. Careful descriptions taken of the feet of the birds of this 
family showing deviations from normal foot structure were examined. One 
individual displaying both the Davis syndrome and web-foot phenotypes was 
produced. A picture of one foot of this bird is shown on page 62. 
Matings of this family were continued until October 1, 1967. 
Normal eggs were obtained from pairs of a family of Modenas. This 
family has no known foot abnormalities in its background and is not 
related to the web-foot Modena listed in Table 1. This stock was used 
in order to provide as nearly as possible a uniform standard for 
comparison. Except in rare instances the Modena breed does not 
differ from the standard type, Golumba livia, in foot development. 
Developmental Aspects 
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Pairs from the Claws-fused family furnished the web-foot embryos. 
This family was used because of a high incidence of the Glass 6 phenotype 
in its progeny. Embryos of the same potential expression of web-foot 
were desired in order that they would be more closely comparable from 
one stage to the next. The most extreme phenotype was considered most 
advantageous as it should permit maximum exposure of abnormalities 
existing at any stage. U346 embryos and embryos from U346 sibs mated 
together were preferred because all eighteen of the progeny of pair 
U346 hatched previous to the developmental study had exhibited the 
Class 6 phenotype between toes III and IV on both feet. In stages 
33-35 one could detect whether or not a foot was likely to be of the 
Glass Ô phenotype by simple examination of the limb under a binocular 
dissecting microscope. The cartilage skeletal structure is easily 
observed within this range of magnification. All embryos collected at 
these stages of development were very likely destined to be of this 
phenotype. 
One pair of homozygous _t-polydactyl pigeons were mated strictly 
for the purpose of furnishing eggs for the embryological study of this 
mutant. Both of these birds derived their t alleles only from the 
Tharp source. Each bird of this pair had only one extra toe on each 
foot. Neither had apparent wing abnormalities. 
In two respects this pair was not a good choice. First of all 
neither bird was extreme in phenotype, and neither had produced extreme 
progeny in previous matings. Thus maximum exposure of the abnormalities 
at the various stages probably would not be obtained. Secondly, both 
birds of this pair had produced "normal" progeny in previous matings with 
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_t-polydactyl mates. Pictures of the feet of this pair are shown on page 
61. On the other hand, individuals of extreme phenotype are difficult to 
breed. They produce a high percentage of infertile eggs. Further, there 
were not many birds to select from at the time the pair was chosen. 
At the time of the beginning of the developmental study of the Davis 
syndrome phenotype only six individuals with this phenotype were known to 
exist. Two were very young. The other four consisted of one male and 
three females. One of the females was also homozygous for web-foot and 
for this reason was not used. Under the working assumption that the 
Davis syndrome was the result of a single recessive factor, the two 
remaining females were mated alternately with the male to furnish eggs 
for this study. l-Jhen the two young birds matured, they, being male and 
female, were mated together, but they did not produce any embryos for 
the study. 
Eggs were removed from the respective nests usually shortly after 
being laid. They were incubated at 99° F. for the desired length of 
time depending upon prior incubation, if any, and the stages desired. 
The eggs were incubated in a small, still air incubator manufactured by 
the Leahy Manufacturing Company, Higginsville, Missouri. Developmental 
age was determined according to the Hamburger-Hamilton (47) series of 
normal stages for the chicken. This series of stages served this 
purpose very adequately. 
Twenty-eight web-foot embryos, twenty Modena embryos, nine jt-
polydactyl embryos, and eight Davis syndrome embryos were taken. Each 
of the stages 16-35 are represented in the Modena and web-foot series. 
Stages 19, 23, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 33, and 34 were represented in the 
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t-polydactyl series. Stages 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 were harvested 
from the Davis syndrome eggs» 
Whole embryos were saved for stages 16-21, while only the fore- and 
hind-limbs of the older embryos were taken. These limbs and embryos were 
examined under a binocular dissecting microscope just prior to and during 
fixation. Camera lucida drawings were made of the limbs of the older 
embryos. Some of the first drawings were made while the limbs were either 
in fixative or in 95% alcohol. Later drawings were made after clearing. 
The drawings of each mutant series were compared stage by stage with the 
respective Modena series drawings and differences noted. 
Camera lucida drawings were also made of the preserved limbs of a 
unique embryo, U348Q. This stage 28 embryo was thought to show both the 
Show King Polydactyly and _t-polydactyly. The derivation of this individ­
ual can be found in Figure 7. These drawings were compared with the 
respective drawings of the stage 28 Modena limbs* 
Composite drawings were made by simply superimposing drawings of 
abnormal limbs on normal limbs. All right limbs were converted to left 
for ease of comparison. 
The embryos were fixed in Serra's fluid (alcohol: formalin: acetic 
acid; 6:3:1) for one to one and one half hours. They were next passed 
through three changes of 95% alcohol, dehydrated in absolute alcohol, 
cleared in benzene, and then embedded in Tissuemat, a paraffin product 
of Fisher Scientific Company, St. Louis, Missouri. 
The whole embryos were sectioned in a plane perpendicular to the 
long axis of the embryo for ease of comparison. They were sectioned 
from the anterior to the posterior end. No more than one embryo of 
each stage (16-21) was sectioned for each of the four series of embryos. 
The sections were alternatively placed on four sets of slides. The 
first three sets were saved for staining by the pyronin-methyl green stain 
of Unna-Brachet (16). The fourth set was stained with flayer's Acid 
liemalura (36, p. 146). 
For ease of comparison the limbs of the older embryos were sectioned 
tangentially (63) from the ventral to the dorsal surface of the paddle. 
In most but not all instances only one set of limbs was sectioned for 
each of the older stages in the respective series. Sections of the left 
limbs were alternatively placed on three sets of slides for staining by 
the pyronin-methyl green stain. Sections of the right limbs were placed 
on one set of slides and were stained with Mayer's Acid Hemalum (36, p. 
146). 
The pyronin-methyl green stain of Unna-Brachet (16) was used quite 
successfully by Milaire (60; 61; 62; 63; 64) to study the cytochemical 
activity of the limb. DMA is stained green and RNA red. The high 
affinity of pyronin for RNA enabled Milaire to observe minute amounts 
of this substance in the cytochemically active apical ectodermal ridge, 
to follow the ectodermal digital centers of mouse limbs, and to follow 
the differentiation of the RNA-rich differentiating mesoderm. Fixative, 
time of fixation, and time of staining were all critical factors in 
obtaining this high degree of resolution. In my experiments this high 
degree of resolution was not obtained. The difference in RNA levels 
between the digital centers and apical ectodermal ridge, on the one 
hand, and the rest of the limb ectoderm, on the other, was not observed. 
However, the other desired details of the experiments were observable. 
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Little time was spent in attempting to increase the resolution of the 
staining technique as time and material for varying the experimental 
conditions were not available. 
According to the pyronin-methyl green staining procedure of Unna-
Brachet, the first set of sections was stained without treatment. The 
second set was incubated in distilled water, adjusted to pH6, for one 
hour at 35° C. and.then stained. The third set was incubated in a 
solution of crystalline ribonuclease containing 0.1 mgr. of enzyme 
for each ml. of distilled water, adjusted to pH6, for one hour at 36° 
C. and then stained. Staining time was for one hour in all three cases. 
The ribonuclease employed was obtained from the Worthington Bio­
chemical Corporation, Freehold, New Jersey. The pyronin Y stain and 
the hematoxylin stain, used in making up the Mayer's Acid Hemalum 
stain, were produced by the National Aniline Division of Allied 
Chemical and Dye Company, New York, New York. The methyl green stain 
was manufactured by the Coleman and Bell Company, Norwood, Ohio. 
The slides of each mutant series were compared stage by stage 
with the respective normal or Modena series slides. Particular attention 
was paid to the formation of the precartilage and cartilage blastemas, 






Over-all breeding data Not all progeny of web-foot pairs not 
involved in claws-fused selection had webbed feet. About ten percent 
of the offspring of such matings were normal in appearance. This 
information is shown in Table 2. 
These 47 normal-appearing individuals were produced by only 19 of 
the 55 matings. '//lien taken separately, the progeny of these 19 matings 
appeared to be distributed in an approximate 3:1 ratio between the web-
foot and non-web categories. 
Breaking this doivn further, 28 of these 47 exceptional individuals 
were produced by ten pairs in which both feet of both parents were 
classified in phenotypic Classes 1 and 2 (Figure 6), the two categories 
of least expression. In these ten sibships the ratio of web-foot to 
non-web progeny was close to 2:1. 
On the other hand, no non-webs were produced from matings in which 
both feet of both parents were categorized in the two most extreme 
Classes, 5 and 6. No non-webs were produced in the Claws-fused family. 
Finally, data presented later in Table 3 demonstrate that the percentage 
of non-webbed feet in the progeny of web-foot parents decreased as the 
expression of webbing in the parents increased. 
The results from the testcross matings of heterozygous web-foot 
individuals to web-foot mates suggested that there may be a deficiency 
of web-foot progeny. A Chi square test revealed that the results were 
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Table 2. Over-all web-foot breeding data 
No. of 
pairs 
Type of mating and pair numbers Classified progeny 
Web-foot Non-webbed Total 
11 Claws-fused family 
55 All web-foot x web-foot matings 
except claws-fused family 
19 Web-foot X web-foot matings pro­
ducing non-web progeny: U126, U129, 
U169, U189, U251, U258, U262, U264, 
U26Ô, U268, U304, U306, U307, U309, 
U316, U317, U331, U334, WFH790 
10 Web-foot X web-foot matings, both 
feet of both parents classified 
either in Class 1 or Glass 2: U126, 
U254, U306, U316, U322, U129, U304, 
U307, U331, WFH790 
6 Web-foot X web-foot matings, both 
feet of both parents classified 
either in Class 5 or Class 6 and 
excluding the Claws-fused family: 
UÔ7, U324, U377, U3S6, U321, U388 
11 Web-foot X heterozygous web-foot 
matings: U4, U36, U50, U173, U214, 
U243, U247, U409, HFH873, WFH905, 
WFH736 
9 Matings in which both parents are 
heterozygous for web-foot: U158, 
U161, U162, U207, U302, U319, U348, 
WFH826, WFH646 




















58 28 86 
(67.4%) (32.6%) 
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just within the five percent level of confidence (X^ = 3.68; d. f. 1; 
P rv 0.052). Although slightly deficient in web-foot progeny, the results 
of the matings between heterozygous web-foot individuals was well within 
the limits of significance (X^ ~ 0.27; d. f. z 1; P 0.62). Matings 
between web-foot and supposed homozygous normal individuals produced 33 
non-webs and five with foot webbing. See Table 3. One of these individ­
uals had webbing only between toes I and II. This case will be taken 
up later. The other four were the result of a single mating. They 
demonstrated only very slight webbing. The non-webbed parent was a clean-
leg Tumbler female. The occurrence of the web-foot phenotype is very 
rare in this variety, and no other signs of web-foot occurred in matings 
involving this female or her Tumbler or part Tumbler family. 
All in all, the evidence supports the hypothesis that the web-foot 
condition was the result of a single recessive factor with a penetrance 
of about ninety percent in the unselected flock under study. The excep­
tional cases resulting from matings of web-foot and supposed homozygous 
normal individuals were probably due to unknown genetic and environmental 
factors. 
Individual foot expression As shown in Table 3, over fifty percent 
of the individual feet of the web-foot pigeons considered, excluding the 
Claws-fused family, were classified in Class 1, while only about twenty 
percent were classified in Class 6, the other extreme. About ten percent 
of the feet were non-webbed. Classes 2, 3, 4, and 5 included less than 
thirty percent of the total. The highest of these was Class 4 with 
thirteen percent, and the lowest was Class 5 with less than two percent. 
Table 3. The expression of web-foot on the individual foot in relation to parental classification 
Parental 
classification 
No. of Total Class 1 
pairs feet Non-web Total 
Feet of progeny 
Glass Class Class Class Class 
2 3 4 5 6 
The Claws-fused family 11 138 
Both feet of both 6 66 




(3.6%) (1.4%) (1.4%) (5.8%) (0.7%) (87.0%) 
31 
(34.8%) (4.5%) (1.4%) (7.6%) (1.5%) (47.0%) 
Both feet of one parent 19 238 
in Glass 6^ 
Both feet of one parent 19 260 
in Glass 4^ 
Both feet of one parent 18 315 
in Class 1 
Both feet of both 10 162 
parents in Glasses 1 
and 2 
22 
88 14 30 
117 21 15 44 
68 225 15 19 28 
(21.5%) (71.2%) (4.7%) (6.0%) (8.9%) 
56 124 9 9 10 
(34.6%) (76.5%) (5.6%) (5.6%) (6.2%) 
96 
(0.8%) (37.0%) (5.9%) (2.9%) (12.6%) (1.3%) (40.3%) 
57 





Various 958° 102 488 79 46 125 15 205 
(10.6%) (50.9%) (8.2%) (4.8%) (13.0%) (1.6%) (21.4%) 
^Except original pair. 
^All classified web-foot pigeons (Data from Claws-fused family omitted). 
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The data indicate a definite positive relationship between the 
amount of webbing in the parents and the expression of the web-foot 
phenotype in the offspring. As the amount of webbing in the parents 
increased, the percentage of the feet of the offspring classified in 
Class 6 increased, and the percentage of the feet in Class 1 and of 
non-webbed feet decreased and vice versa. Percentage-wise, Classes 2 
and 3 remained roughly constant except in the Claws-fused family where 
their percentages dropped drastically. Class 4 tended to be produced 
more frequently when the feet of at least one parent were in the middle 
of the range, while Class 5 was not found unless at least one parent 
had both feet in Classes 4, 5, or 6. Class 4 was consistently the 
largest of the four middle classes and Class 5 the smallest. 
These data suggest a genetic or partially genetic basis for the 
range of variation in expression of web-foot. Further, apparently 
this continuous range overlaps the normal Or non-webbed condition. 
The fact that over sixty percent of the feet of the birds of the un-
selected flock were classified in the lower three classes indicates 
that the factors favorable to the suppression of this mutant phenotype 
were in ascendancy. This ascendancy can apparently be lowered dras­
tically by selection as shown in the creation of the Claws-fused family. 
Asymmetry in expression As shown in Table 4, regardless of 
the type of mating, about seventy percent of the progeny were in Class 
a, i.e., had both feet nearly identical in expression of webbing. 
Class c progeny were greater in number than Class b progeny in all 
types of matings except one. The percentages of the offspring in 
each class did not suggest any specific basis, genetic or otherwise. 
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Table 4. Qualitative classification for asymmetry of web-foot 
Relation of the two feet 
Group No. of Class Class Glass 
p a i r s  a b c  
Total 
All classified pigeons' 330 58 91 
(68.9%) (12.1%) (19.0%) 
479 
Claws-fused family 11 62 4 3 
(89.9%) (5.8%) (4.3%) 
68 
Progeny of a x a matings' 25 126 21 25 
(73.3%) (12.2%) (14.5%) 
172 
Progeny of c x c matings' 4 18 3 6 
(66.7%) (11.1%) (22.2%) 
27 
Progeny of c x a matings 14 68 13 24 
(64.8%) (12.4%) (22.9%) 
105 
Progeny of b x c matings 3 36 5 14 
(65.4%) (9.1%) (25.5%) 
55 
Progeny of b x a matings' 5 38 8 2 
(79.2%) (16.7%) (4.2%) 
48 
Progeny of b x b matings 
Total of the previous 
six groups 
51 286 50 71 
(70.3%) (12.3%) (17.4%) 
407 
^Data from the Claws-fused family are omitted. 
^Except original pair. 
for asymmetry. 
A quantitative evaluation of the degree of asymmetry did not 
demonstrate any clear-cut pattern, but it did suggest that perhaps the 
feet of those birds in Class b tended to differ less in degree than 
did the feet of birds in Class c. This quantitative evaluation is 
shown in Table 5. 
Two questions were posed at this time: first, is asymmetry 
related to the degree of expression of the mutant phenotype, and, 
second, what is the relationship between the degrees of expression 
of web-foot on each of the two feet of a bird showing asymmetry? 
In order to answer the first question, a more specific question 
was asked. If a bird had one foot in a specific class, what is the 
probability that this bird would exhibit asymmetry? In answering 
this question it should be noted that each bird with both feet in 
the same class was counted twice in that class so that each bird 
would be counted twice in the over-all table. 
Because of the intentional selection, members of the Claws-fused 
family were considered separately. For them the question asked was: 
if an individual had one foot in Class 6, what was the chance that 
this bird would exhibit asymmetry? To make the results comparable to 
the rest of the table, those individuals with both feet in Class 6 
were counted twice. 
The results are shown in Table 6. Individuals with one foot 
placed in either Class 1 or Class 6 were considerably less likely 
to be asymmetrical than the other classes. Birds with one foot 
classified in either Class 3 or Class 5 were found to be very likely 
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Table 5. Quantitative classification of asymmetry of web-foot^ 
Class of 






4 5 6 
1 21 5 3 2 1 1 
2 9 2 5 6 - 3 
3 9 5 4 5 - 1 
4 10 6 3 2 3 9 
5 3 - - Ô - -
5 3 5 1 12 2 2 
^Data from the Claws-fused family are omitted. 
to show asymmetry. Classes 2 and 4 were intermediate with Class 2 being 
slightly higher in asymmetrical combinations. As expected, the members 
of the Claws-fused family with one foot in Class 6 were least likely of 
all to be asymmetrical. As a check, the proportions of the feet of 
asymmetrical birds in Classes 1-6 were compared with the proportions 
of these same types for the unselected flock. This comparison, made in 
Table 7, clearly shows that the frequencies of Classes 2, 3, 4, and 5 
were higher and the frequencies of Classes 1 and 6 lower than in the 
unselected flock. 
Each first line percentage in Table 7 was divided into the corre­
sponding second line percentage in order to determine relative values 
for each class. The order of magnitude of these values for Classes 1-6 
was the same as for the percentages listed in Table 6. Thus asymmetry 
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Table 6. Probability of asymmetrical combination of web-foot 
Category Probability of asymmetrical combination 















is very clearly related to the degree of phenotypic expression of this 
mutant. 
The answer to the second question was unclear. As shown in Table 
8, the classes of the lesser extreme, 1, 2, and 3, were found more 
frequently paired with each other in asymmetrical combinations than 
with the other classes. Class 4 was found equally distributed between 
the first three and the last three classes. Yet, this class tended 
to occur more often in combination with Classes 1 and 6 than in 
combination with the others. In over half of the cases, both Class 
5 and Glass 6 appeared in combination with Class 4. Classes 5 and 
6 appeared more often paired with either Class 1 or 2 than did the 
reciprocal combination. 
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Table 7. Frequency distributions of web classes for individual feet and 
relative occurrences in relation to asymmetry 
Group Glass of distribution 
12 3 4 
All clas-
sifiable 50.94% 8.25% 4.80% 13.05% 1.57% 21.46% 
birds 
All asym-
metrical 30.61% 15.65% 13.27% 21.77% 4.42% 14.29% 
birds 
Asymmetrical 
total 0.60 1.90 2.76 1.67 2.82 0.67 
The Claws-fused family As shown in Table 3, the Class 6 pheno-
type occurred in a much higher frequency in this family than in birds 
of the unselected flock. Almost seven-eighths of the feet of the progeny 
produced by this family were of this phenotype. Class 4 was a poor 
second with almost six percent, and Class 1 was third with less than 
four percent. Glass 5 was the lowest with less than one percent. The 
number of feet in each of Classes 1-5 ranged from one to eight. No 
birds with non-webbed feet were produced in this family. 
The drastic increase in frequency in the occurrence of the claws-
fused phenotype must be attributed primarily to the lucky selection of 
pair U279, and especially to female î'ffH790Nl, as progenitors of this 
line. This pair produced sixteen offspring. Twenty-four of the 
resulting 32 feet were claws-fused. Four of the remaining eight feet 
were placed in Class 1, and the last four in Class 4. The occurrence 
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of the Class 6 phenotype in the succeeding matings was slightly more than 
ninety percent in the classified offspring. 
It should be pointed out that most of the pairs of this family were 
mated at or shortly before the beginning of the embryological study of 
this mutant and were broken up upon its completion. As a result, nine 
pairs had a low number of classifiable progeny and three pairs had none. 
These figures are shown in Table 9. No embryos used in the developmental 
study were counted here because of the uncertainty of what the adult 
phenotypic classification would be. However, in the feet of all eight 
Claws-fused family embryos harvested in stages 32-35, the distal phalanx 
of toe III was developing in the slanted manner necessary for the Class 
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Original pair U279 4 - - 4 - 24 
"F^" X "F^" U346 - - - - - 40 
U382 - — - - - 8 
U437 - - - - - 8 
U450 - - - -
-
-
"Fj^ " X "Fg" U448 - - - - - 4 
U379 - - - 3 - 7 
U385 1 2 2 - 1 8 
U441 - - - - - -
U449 - - - - - -
"F„" X "F '' U444 - - - 1 _ 5 
U433 - - - - - 8 
U438 - - - - - 4 
"Fg" (fx 
from U447 - - - - - 4 
original pair 
Column totals 5 2 2 8 1 120 
6 phenotype to develop. 
As shown in Table 4, the proportion of this family showing asymmetry 
was roughly one third of that of the unselected flock. The seven members 
showing asymmetry were about equally divided between Class b and Class c. 
Of these seven, six were asymmetrical combinations in which one foot was 
in Class 6 and the other in Class 4, and one had one foot in Class 5 and 
the other in Class 1. 
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Five other members of this family had both feet in a class other 
than Glass 6. Two were in Class 1; one was in Class 2; one was in Class 
3; and one was in Glass 4. All five displayed symmetrical expression of 
the mutant phenotype. 
Some webbing between toes II and III was observed in the family. 
Fourteen individuals were found. Two also had some webbing between 
toes I and II, These are discussed in the next section. 
Expression jQf webbing in interdisital zones I-II and II-III Ex­
cluding the Davis syndrome family, a total of thirty individuals were 
noted to have webbing either between toes I and II, between toes II and 
III, or, in two cases, both interdigital zones. All but two were homo­
zygous for web-foot. These two were both heterozygous for web-foot and 
both males. 
Fourteen web-foot birds of this group were not members of the Claws-
fused family» These birds had an additional webbing only between toes II 
and III. The extent of this webbing in every case was Class 1. The 
extent of the III-IV interdigital webbing,was Class 1 on both feet of 
eleven birds. Class 1 on one foot and Class 2 on the other of one bird, 
Class 2 on both feet of one bird, and Glass 6 on both feet of one bird. 
In no case was the II-III interdigital webbing greater than the III-IV 
webbing. A pedigree check of these individuals indicated that the II-III 
webbing tended to run in families in the web-foot stock but suggested 
no genetic pattern. 
The two heterozygous males exhibited webs only between toes I and 
II. One was the result of a mating between a web-foot female and a non-
webbed male. The non-webbed parent was homozygous for skpy and was 
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considered to be homozygous for the normal allele of web-foot. The other 
was a Giant Homer, NPA64CB90, and had a full brother, NPA64GB91, with 
Class 4 webs between toes III and IV on both feet. The left foot of the 
heterozygous Giant Homer was Class 5 in expression while the right foot 
appeared normal. He was mated to two normal daughters and produced one 
individual showing webbing between toes III and IV and six normal progeny 
in these matings. 
All fourteen members of the Ciaws-fused family in this group demon­
strated the Class 5 phenotype in the III-IV interdigital region. Twelve 
showed additional webbing only between toes II and III. This webbing 
was Class 1 on both feet in ten cases and Class 2 in two cases. WFH790H1, 
a key progenitor of this family, had Class 1 webbing in this zone-
Two birds, U34aD and her daughter, U382Q, showed webbing in all 
three interdigital zones. U346J exhibited Class 2 webbing in zone I-II 
and in zone II-III on both feet. U3o2Q, however, was the only bird 
noted to have asymmetry in interdigital zones II-III and I-II. She 
had Class 3 webbing in these two interdigital areas on the left foot, 
and on the right, she had Class 2 webbing between toes II and III and 
Class 1 webbing between toes I and II. Again, a pedigree check did not 
reveal a genetic pattern. 
In all likelihood other individuals with a small amount of inter-
digital webbing between toes II and III and perhaps between toes I and 
II have occurred from time to time in the flock. Webbing in the I-II 
and the II-III interdigital zones was not obvious or anticipated and 
thus not carefully looked for in the early stages of the study. 
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These results suggest that the webbing between toes II and III is a 
heritable modification or extension of the web-foot phenotype, although 
the pattern of inheritance is unclear. The further extension or modifica­
tion of this phenotype is suggested to result in webbing in the I-II 
interdigital zone. The cause of the atypical webbing present in the 
two heterozygous males was not determined. These cases were probably 
due to unknown genetic and environmental factors. 
Relationship between feathered feet and web-foot According to 
the early records of W. F. Hollander, see Figure 4, the web-foot muffed 
German Trumpeter female that was a major web-foot progenitor was 
produced by non-web, muffed parents. This female and a web-foot Racing 
Homer male, with no foot feathering, produced thirteen progeny, all 
web-foot, with varying degrees of expression. According to Hollander's 
descriptions and to individual bird record sheets made later for birds 
brought to the I. 3. U. Genetics Laboratory, the range of expression 
of the web-foot phenotype was very wide, probably ranging from Class 1 
to the Class 6 phenotype. The foot feathering, a small muff, was 
quite uniform on all of these birds. No apparent relationship, either 
developmental or genetic, was uncovered in this and other early web-
foot matings. 
Two matings, U50 and U243, were the only matings known to involve 
grouse as the only type of feathered feet and web-foot. Both matings 
involved a common parent, a half Modena-half Birmingham Roller male, 
which was heterozygous for both web-foot and grouse. Both females 
were clean legged and webbed. 
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These two matings produced a total of eleven offspring. Five of 
these were recombinant for web-foot and grouse, and six were non-
recombinant. The number of progeny was insufficient to permit conclu­
sions to be drawn involving joint variation in expression of these 
mutants. 
t-polvdactvlv 
Variation in expression Individual descriptions of 75 homozygous 
^-polydactyl individuals were examined. The typical expression was that 
of having one or two extra toes on each foot. The variation in expression 
of the foot phenotype in this group appeared to range continuously from 
"normal" or no mutant expression to an extreme condition in which four 
to six extra toes were present on each foot. In some cases the extra 
toes were ventrally located; in some cases the extra toes were located 
laterally; and in some cases the extra toes were located on the dorsal 
part of the postaxial side of the foot. Four heterodactyls, individuals 
with one foot appearing normal and one foot appearing mutant, were noted. 
Three were sinistral and one dextral. Pedigree analysis indicated that 
the parents of the more extreme individuals were of mixed, i.e., both 
Tharp and Hasz, origin, while the individuals of typical or lesser 
expression often had at least one parent who had derived his _t allele 
or alleles only from the Tharp source. 
Fifteen phenotypically normal individuals were produced from seven 
different matings of _t-polydactyl males to jt-polydactyl females (Figure 
9). These were definitely not errors. The total number of progeny 
produced by these seven matings was 29. The four heterodactyls noted 
in the previous paragraph were involved in these matings. 
Plate 1. Typical and extreme expressions of j:-polydactyly 
il. Photograph of the right foot of Uo5Z showing typical 
expression of _t-polydactyly 
3. Photograph of the right foot of iJFHb52i-ll showing typical 
expression of _t-polydactyly 
C. Photograph of the left foot of U30E showing an extreme 
expression of _t-polydactyly 
D. Photograph of the left foot of U3Û0N showing an extreme 
expression of t^polydactyly 
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Plate 2 „  Examples of the Davis syndrome phenotype, the combination of 
the web-foot and Davis syndrome phenotypes, and the combination 
of the _t-polydactyl, Show King polydactyl and web-foot pheno-
types 
E. Photograph of the right foot of U348Û showing _t-polydactyly, 
Show King Polydactyly, and web-foot 
F. Photograph of the right foot of AU53K3070, the original 
Davis syndrome bird 
G. Photograph of the right foot of U3Û2Q showing both the 











et ero dactyl. 
Tharp origin only. 
"^See Figure 10. 
Figure 9. Short pedigree chart of "normal" t^polydactyl individuals 
Thirteen of the fifteen were sired by two males. These two males 
had four out of eight great grandparents in common. One male, however, 
had derived his _t alleles only from the Tharp source while the other was 
of mixed origin. Their pedigrees were complicated by inbreeding. These 
results are very indicative of a hereditary basis for the lack of ex­
pression of this mutant phenotype. 
Two closely related females, U30E and U300N, were considered to 
be much more extreme than the other birds. These females were mated 
with two available males to produce stock to use to begin selection 
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for the extreme phenotypic condition. A pedigree chart of this family 
is shoïTO in Figure 10. Table 10 lists the breeding results of key 
matings of this family. This pedigree chart and breeding data indicated 
that the extreme expressions of the _t-polydactyl phenotype had a genetic 
or partially genetic origin. Extreme expressions of this mutant, for 
example, were not found in polydactyl individuals solely derived from 
the Tharp stock. These expressions were found only in the descendants 
of either of two heterozygotes which came from the Hasz stock. These 
two heterozygotes had produced extreme progeny when paired together by 
Hasz. The genetic modifiers responsible for the extreme phenotypic 
expressions of this mutant were clearly derived from the Hasz stock. 
Among the progeny of pair U300 one individual occurred that had 
one extremely small extra toe and claw at the right hock joint. By 
pedigree, this individual had an equal chance of being either hetero­
zygous or homozygous for _t~polydactyly. This bird was strongly sus­
pected of being a homozygote. Unfortunately, the question of this 
bird's genotype was not resolved as it was not used in breeding. 
One surprise was the occurrence of "normal" individuals among the 
progeny of pairs U428 and U455. With one exception, the _t-polydactyl 
individuals produced by these pairs were more extreme than average. 
This exception was a heterodactyl of less than typical expression. 
The mother, U30E, was the same in each case. One of the two males 
had produced "normal" Jt-polydactyl progeny in other matings. The 
other one was a grandson of the female, had paternal half sibs that 
were "normal," and had a heterodactyl sire. This information suggests 










heterozygous bird from the Hasz origin. 
^Homozygous for _t-polydactyly. 
c 
Heterodactyl. 
^Heterozygous for _t-polydactyly. 
^Homozygous for the normal allele of _t-polydactyly. 
Figure 10. Pedigree chart of U30E, U300N, and related matings 
very small number of modifying factors, perhaps just one or two. 
It will be recalled that Polydactyly (Po) of the fowl also showed 
some failure of expression (76). However, the _t-polydactyly of the pigeon 
is apparently quite different in its genetic and developmental basis from 
go or any other extra toe mutants of the fowl. 
Relationship between t-polydactyly and Show King Polydactyly The 
matings involved in this study are listed in Figure 7. Three foot-
affecting mutants were present in these matings: _t-polydactyly; Show King 
Polydactyly; and web-foot. Because the sire of WFH677Q was from the loft 
of Gerard Hasz, and the dam was a ^ -polydactyl of Tharp ancestry, each _t 
allele in the most productive matings had an equal chance of being derived 
from either the Tharp or the Hasz origins. The results of these matings 
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Table 10. Breeding results of major matings shown in Figure 10 
Pair Total Normal- Typical jt- Others and brief description 
no. appearing polydactyl 
expression 
WFH679 13 
U30 12 10 
U300 11 
E, 16 toes each foot 
H, 14 toes each foot 
B, Degree of Polydactyly not 
recorded 
Ej 5 extra toes left foot, 
3 extra toes right foot 
B, Small extra toe and claw 
at right hock joint 
N, 4 extra toes left foot, 
6 extra toes right foot 





B, Extreme Polydactyly 
E, 2 long extra toes, extra 
wing digits on each side 
F, Same as E 
D, Same as U425E 
G, 3 extra toes left foot, 
2 extra toes right foot, 
extra wing digits 
H, 3 extra toes on each foot, 
extra wing digits 
J, Extra toe left foot, normal 
right foot and wings 
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are listed in Table 11. 
Nine individuals were produced that definitely showed both preaxial 
(Show King) and postaxial (_t) Polydactyly, In each case the two poly-
dactyl phenotypes were clearly distinct and clearly separate. Two of 
these nine were also web-foot. The web was between the normal digits 
III and IV only and did not involve the extra toes. Eight individuals 
showing an extreme type of Polydactyly were produced. The number of 
toes was so great and their position so abnormal that none of the toes 
could be designated as normal. Further, this type could not be designated 
either preaxial or postaxial. These feet were probably similar to those 
that Gerard Hasz described in his letters to W. F. Hollander as "cauli­
flower feet." Four of these eight were available preserved in 10% 
formalin. These were re-examined. The wings were of special interest. 
The wings of two of these indicated preaxial Polydactyly. The proximal 
end of the extra wing digits appeared to be joined either to the radiale 
or to the carpo-metacarpal element in the region of digit II. The wings 
of a third appeared to show only postaxial Polydactyly. The extra 
digits appeared to connect to the rest of the wing skeleton in the 
region of the fourth metacarpal element. The wings of the fourth 
indicated both types of Polydactyly. 
Five of the matings, listed at the top of Table 11, involved 
parents heterozygous for both t^polydactyly and the Show King type. 
Each of their progeny was placed into one of five classes: normal or 
not Polydactyly; postaxial or t-polydactyly; preaxial or Show King 
Polydactyly; both _t-polydactyly and Show King Polydactyly; and extreme 
Polydactyly. Assuming independent assortment of the two types of 
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Table 11. Breeding results of major matings shown in Figure 11 












































total 60 34 
•^ïing examination suggested that one was ^ -Polydactyly, two were 
skpv, and one was both types. 
b 
Two are homozygous for web-foot. 
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Polydactyly, the expected ratio of normals to polydactyls would be 9:7 
respectively in the progeny. According to this ratio, the expected num­
bers would be almost exactly 22 normals and 17 polydactyls. The actual 
numbers were 26 normals and 13 polydactyls. The difference between the 
observed and the expected was not significant (X^ z 1.71; d. f. •= 1; 
0.20)o Thus we can assume that the two types of polydactyls are due to 
independently segregating genes. 
In such a situation we would expect only three classes of poly­
dactyls: t-polydactyly; Show King Polydactyly; and the double homozygous 
class. The additional class, extreme Polydactyly, would definitely not 
be expected except as a manifestation of other factors. Examination of 
Table 11 reveals that two classes, _t-polydactyly and Show King Polydactyly, 
appear deficient. In order to approximate a simple 9:3:3:1 dihybrid 
ratio, each of these two classes should be about three times the double 
homozygous class. This latter class has about the expected number. 
Thus, the data in this table suggest that this fourth or extreme class 
probably consisted of individuals taken from the two single homozygote 
classes, although the double homozygote class is not exempt. 
Davis syndrome 
Eight individuals of this phenotype have been produced in this stock. 
Seven were hatched, and six raised to maturity. This family was highly 
linebred to this original female. A pedigree chart of this family is 
presented in Figure 8. 
No two birds were alike in phenotypic expression of this mutant. In 
general, toes I and II were most often affected. Toe III was affected 
occasionally. Toe IV was found altered on one foot only. Toes I and II 
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were often found tightly webbed together. Toe II was partly duplicated 
on three feet. Toe I was occasionally rudimentary or missing entirely. 
Two birds were sinistral heterodactyls. No wing abnormalities were 
observed in these birds. 
One female displaying both the Davis syndrome and the more common 
web-foot phenotypes was produced. These two phenotypes were distinct 
and separate. This suggests that these two mutant phenotypes developed 
independently of each other in this individual. 
The breeding results are presented in Table 12. The data indicate 
that this phenotype was clearly hereditary, but the pattern of trans­
mission was not apparent. The testcross ratio does not match that 
expected by the simple Mendelian 1:1 ratio. Matings U440 and U452 
produced eight embryos for the developmental study. All of these but 
two revealed foot abnormalities when examined under a dissecting micro­
scope. These exceptions were the youngest of the group of embryos and 
were probably too young to reveal such abnormalities under the conditions 
of this investigation. 
Developmental Studies 
Over-all outline of the foot 
Web-foot A stage-by-stage comparison of the camera lucida 
drawings of the feet of the Claws-fused family embryos with the corres­
ponding Modena embryo drawings revealed that there was an apparent 
reduction in the preaxial mesodermal material. This deformation was 
first observed at stage 30. Composite drawings of these feet are 
shown in Figures 11 and 12. The alteration in the shape of the limb 
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Davis syndrome Total 
Expected Mendelian 
phenotypic ratio 
U108 6 0 6 1:0 
U247 6 0 6 1:0 
U299 20 2 22 1:1 
U302 10 1 11 3:1 
U423 2 2 4 1:1 
U424 6 2 8 1:1 
U431 1 0 1 1:1 
U440a 0 0 0 0:1 
U452* 0 0 0 0:1 
U453 0 0 0 0:1 
U454 5 1 Ô 1:1 
^Used to furnish embryos for the developmental study. 
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Stage 28 Stage 29 Stage 30 
Stage 31 Stage 32 
Figure 11. Composite drawings of feet of Claws-fused family and Modena 
embryos of Stages 28-32 (The — line drawings 
represent normal limbs and the dotted lines show deviations 
from normal) 
Figure 12. Composite drawings of feet of Claws-fused family and Modena 
embryos of Stages 33-35 (For stages 33 and 34 the 
line drawings represent normal limbs and the dotted lines 
show deviations from normal) 
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apparently affected the development of the digits in a manner to cause 
the third or distal phalanx of toe III to develop in the slanted fashion 
necessary for later partial fusion of the claws of toes III and IV. 
A similar comparison of the drawings of the wings revealed only that 
the web between digits II and III had not completely receded by stage 35. 
Examination of three claws-fused squabs at hatching revealed no web be­
tween these digits. Apparently, the remaining web becomes inconspicuous 
at a later stage. 
t-polydactyly The camera lucida drawings of the limbs of jt-
polydactyl embryos were compared with the drawings of Modena embryo 
limbs of the corresponding stages. This comparison revealed definite 
though irregular difference between the two types of limbs. The jt-
polydactyl foot was often postaxially enlarged. The wings often showed 
a postaxial projection on the dorsal side. Such projections apparently 
represented extra carpal elements and were the first macroscopic 
indication of the mutant phenotype. Both anomalies were observed as 
early as stage 23. Composite drawings of several of the feet and two 
of the wings are shown in Figures 13 and 14. 
Drawings of the feet of stages 33 and 34 were not included in 
these figures, and are more readily described because the major anomalies 
are difficult to show in the drawings. The right foot of the stage 33 
^-polydactyl specimen had two dorsal and one ventral extra outer toes, 
and the left foot had two ventral and one dorsal extra outer toes. The 
right wing had two anomalous projections. The stage 34 specimen showed 
only one anomaly, a small extra phalanx projecting out on the ventral 
side of the fourth toe. This distal phalanx was probably joined to 
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Stage 32 Stage 32 
Stage 31 Stag 
Figure 13. Composite drawings of ^ -polydactyl and Modena feet of Stages 
31 and 32 (The line drawings represent normal 
limbs and the dotted lines show deviations from normal) 
Figure 14. Composite drawings of t-polydactyl and Modena limbs of Stages 
23, 25, 26, 28, and 30 (The line drawings 
represent normal limbs and the dotted lines show deviations 
from normal) 
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Stage 28 Stage 30 Stage 30 
Stage 28 Stage 26 Stage 26 
anomalous . 
projection 
Stage 25 Stage 25 Stage 25 Wing 
Stage 23 Wing Stage 23 Stage 23 
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this toe at the distal end of the proximal phalanx. 
In the case of U348Q, the stage 28 embryo thought to be homozygous 
for both _t-polydactyly and Show King Polydactyly, two projections were 
found on the dorsal surface of each of the four limbs. Composite 
drawings of these limbs are shown in Figure 15. 
Davis syndrome A comparison of the camera lucida drawings of 
the limbs of Davis syndrome embryos with Modena embryos of the corres­
ponding stages showed definite but varied abnormalities in the feet 
of the Davis syndrome embryos. Apparent distal deficiencies or clefts 
of different sizes, shapes, and locations were observed. These appeared 
on both the preaxial and postaxial sides of the foot. These alterations 
were first observed at stage 25. In some feet the abnormalities were 
much more severe than in others. The positions of the developing digits 
were often altered» An extra digit was observed in each of two feet. 
There was no clear-cut pattern of alterations as was found in the web-
foot embryos of the Claws-fused family. Composite drawings of these 
feet are shown in Figures 16 and 17. No alterations were observed in 
the wings. 
Formation of cartilage and precartilage blastemas of the digits 
Practically nothing is reported in the literature on the time of 
initiation of digital element formation and of chondrification of such 
elements. Montagna (55) discusses only the formation of the thirteen 
carpal elements and the metacarpal elements of the wing of the chicken. 
He mentions nothing concerning the foot. Hamburger and Hamilton (47) 
do not discuss this topic at all, and no one has studied it at all in 




Figure 15. Composite drawings comparing the limbs of U348Q, Stage 28, 
to corresponding limbs of the Modena series (Two anomalous 
projections were present on each limb of U348Q) 
chondrification may be affected by mutant action, the hematoxylin-
stained material and the material stained with pyronin and methyl green 
were examined and the normal sequence of events determined. Mutant types 
were then compared with this normal sequence. 
During the latter part of stage 25 and the beginning of stage 26 
of the normal Modena embryos, mesenchymal condensations representing 








Stage 25 Stage 24 
Both mutant 
and normal 
Figure 16. Composite drawings comparing corresponding feet of Davis 
syndrome and Modena embryos of Stages 27, 26, 25, and 24 
(The line drawings represent normal limbs 






Figure 17. Composite drawings comparing corresponding feet of Davis 
syndrome and Modena embryos of Stages 28 and 29 (The 
line drawings represent normal limbs.and the 
dotted lines show deviations from normal) 
existence. In the feet, metatarsals IV and III appeared first, followed 
by V and then II. Metatarsal I began its formation during stage 27. 
Similarly metacarpals IV, III, and V were formed about the same time 
as their corresponding metatarsals. Metacarpal II came into existence 
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during stage 27. Metacarpal I does not normally occur (65) and was not 
found. 
By the end of stage 28 both metatarsals and metacarpals V, IV, III, 
and II had begun to chondrify. Metatarsal I remained In the precartilage 
stage. The first or most proximal phalanx of wing digit IV and the 
corresponding phalanx of wing digit III were represented by newly formed 
precartilage condensations. 
During stage 29 chondrification began in metatarsal I and in the 
first phalanx of wing digit III. Mesenchymal condensations representing 
the most proximal phalanx of toe III and the most proximal phalanx of 
toe IV were formed. The formation of the blastemas for the proximal 
phalanx of toe II and the corresponding phalanx of wing digit II was 
begun. Normally metatarsal V and metacarpal V do not have corresponding 
phalanges (65), and none were observed. 
In stage 30 the single phalanx of toe I, the second phalanx of toe 
IV, the second of toe III, and the second and most distal phalanx of 
wing digit III appeared. The first or most proximal phalanx of toe IV 
and the same of toe III began to chondrify. This was quickly followed 
by the beginning of chondrification in the proximal phalanx of toe II 
and of the corresponding phalanx of wing digit II. 
During stage 31 the last of the wing phalanges, the second or distal 
phalanx of wing digit II, and the distal phalanx of toe II had appeared. 
The second, most proximal phalanx of toe IV began to chondrify. Further, 
both metatarsal V and metacarpal V had noticeably begun to recede. In 
later stages these elements were incorporated into metatarsal IV and 
metacarpal IV respectively. 
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In stage 32 the single phalanx of toe I, the second phalanx of toe 
II, the distal phalanx of wing digit III, and the only phalanx of wing 
digit IV began to chondrify. The precartilage blastemas of three more 
phalanges, the third and most distal one of toe III, the second and most 
distal one of toe II, and the third phalanx of toe IV, began their forma­
tion. 
By the end of stage 33, the second and most distal phalanx of wing 
digit II had begun to chondrify. Thus the last of the wing elements was 
under chondrification. The second digit of toe II, the third and most 
distal phalanx of toe III, and the third one of toe IV began to chondrify. 
The precartilage condensation representing the fourth and final phalanx 
of toe IV was formed. This phalanx, the last one to develop in the 
normal pigeon foot, began chondrification during the next stage, stage 
34» The claws form during stages 36, 37, and 38. These stages were not 
examined. — 
Generally, in both the wings and the feet the corresponding elements 
were formed first in digits III and IV followed by II. The metacarpal V 
or metatarsal V were formed just prior to metacarpal II or metatarsal II, 
respectively. In the feet each element of digit I formed after its 
corresponding element of digit II. These same generalizations also 
apply to the initiation of chondrogenesis. 
Claws-fused web-foot There was no deviation in the timing of 
either element formation or the beginning of element chondrification 
detected in the Claws-fused family embryos. The only deviation observed 
was that of position. This was first observed at stage 32, when the 
third and final phalanx of toe III began to form abnormally. Instead 
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of being in line with the previous phalanx, it was slanted postaxially 
at an angle of approximately 120° with this element. It was directed 
toward the future distal tip of the distal or fourth phalanx of toe IV. 
Apparently at later stages the primordia of the claws of toes III and 
IV partially fuse. 
t-polydactyly Often an anomalous projection was found in the 
wing of a _t-polydactyl embryo. This projection was seen as early as 
stage 23 and probably represented one or more extra carpal elements. 
Such elements did not undergo chondrification in any of the specimens 
examined. This projection was observed as late as stage 33 in the 
experimental embryos. The presence of this extra element apparently 
did not alter the timing of either element formation or the beginning 
of chondrification in the wing. 
All of the metatarsals, including IV, and all of the phalanges of 
digits I, II, and III appeared and began chondrification on schedule. 
The phalanges of digit IV that were in the process of being partially 
or completely duplicated were delayed usually about one stage in 
appearing and in beginning chondrification. The phalanges of toe IV 
proximal to the area destined to be duplicated were not affected by 
any such delay. The development and regression of metatarsal V and 
metacarpal V did not appear to be altered or affected in any way. 
Davis syndrome No deviation in the timing of either element 
formation or the beginning of element chondrification was detected in 
the Davis syndrome embryos examined. In some cases the positions of 
certain digits were altered. Only two limbs were observed in this 
series of embryos with more than the usual number of digits. In 
both cases the timing appeared to be normal. One limb was from a stage 
29 embryo and the other from a stage 27 specimen. The extra digit in 
each case appeared to assume the approximate timing of an adjacent 
digit. Digit V was normal in its development and regression. No 
consistent patterns of alterations were observed. 
The cell-death aspect of digit differentiation 
Interdigital necrosis in the Modena foot was first observed in the 
undifferentiated mesoderm of all three interdigital zones at stage 32. 
These degeneration zones became prominent by stage 33. These zones re­
tained their prominence in stage 34. They lessened in intensity as the 
interdigital webbing recede during late stage 34 and stage 35. The 
web between toes I and II receded first; the one between II and III 
disappeared next; and the one between toes III and IV was the last to 
become inconspicuous. The webbing became inconspicuous in the respective 
interdigital zones of the right foot earlier than in the left foot in 
both the single stage 35 Modena embryo and the single stage 35 Claws-
fused family embryo. 
Interdigital necrosis in the Modena wing was first observed in 
interdigital zones II-III and III-IV at stages 29 and 31 respectively. 
Cellular degeneration between wing digits II and III became prominent 
in stages 31 and 32 and then receded quickly. This web had almost 
completely regressed by stage 33. The necrotic area in the III-IV 
interdigital zone was small and was absent after stage 32. 
A necrotic zone was observed distal to metatarsal V of the foot 
at stage 28. By stages 30 and 31 this zone appeared to begin to move 
distally. During stage 34 this necrotic zone was found along the 
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side of toe IV near but not at the distal tip. It receded during stage 
35. 
Similar events were observed in the wing. The zone observed in 
the wing was probably identical to a necrotic zone observed in the 
chick wing by Saunders et al, (70). 
Claws-fused web-foot Necrosis between the digits of the limbs 
of the Claws-fused family embryos began at the same stages as in the 
normal Modena limbs. Degeneration appeared to be somewhat retarded in 
all the interdigital zones except possibly zone III-IV in the wing. 
Yet, the webbing between toes II and III and between I and II became 
inconspicuous on schedule. The webbing in zone III-IV of the feet 
did not recede even though necrosis was present. This web is the one 
present in the adult claws-fused foot. Apparently, it remains intact 
after cellular degeneration ceases. Unlike the normal, the webbing 
between wing digits II and III had not completely regressed by stage 35. 
t-polydactyly Interdigital necrosis in the limbs of t-polydactyl 
embryos was initiated at about the same time as in the normal Modena 
limbs. This degenerative process did not appear to be retarded in 
extent in any interdigital zone. Additional interdigital zones were 
present in some t^polydactyl feet, depending on the extent of duplica­
tion. Apparently, webbing between the various toes became inconspicuous 
on schedule. 
Davis syndrome The oldest Davis syndrome embryo observed was 
stage 29. Thus the interdigital necrosis situation could not be examined 
at this time. Webbing was found to be present in some advilt feet. This 
would suggest that necrosis was diminished at least in specific 
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interdigital zones of certain feet. No pattern could be derived from the 
adult feet. 
The apical ectodermal ridge 
Examination of the limbs of the web-foot and the _t-polydactyl embryos 
revealed no anomalies of the apical ectodermal ridge. This examination 
did not entail the use of measurements or the use of or comparison of 
drawings. Thus small changes in shape or size would not have been 
detected. 
A similar examination of the apical ectodermal ridge of each limb of 
the Davis syndrome embryos did not reveal a consistent pattern of abnor­
malities. The only abnormalities observed in the ridge were seen in the 
feet of two embryos. One was in stage 25, and the other in stage 25. 
In both cases the apical ectodermal ridge appeared to be at least par­
tially broken up or discontinuous along its extent. These feet are 
the stage 25 and 26 feet shown in Figure 16. They showed rather severe 
shape alterations. No deviations were observed in the wings. 
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DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this section is to provide a working hypothesis for 
each mutant that will account for the general aspects of the genetics and 
development of the particular phenotype. Even though these hypotheses may 
not be correct in every detail, they should provide bases for further 
investigation. All three hypotheses are refinements of one general 
hypothesis, Waddington's hypothesis of the canalization of development. 
This general idea will be discussed first briefly, and then the specific 
details of each of the three specific hypotheses will be discussed. 
Canalization 
Waddington (82; 83; 84; 85) has described development as systems of 
alternative developmental pathways, separated by thresholds, and leading 
to qualitatively different end results. Each such pathway involves the 
operation of many gene action systems. These reaction systems appear to 
be interrelated by some type of feedback mechanism so that the developing 
systems, if diverted from the normal course, will tend to return to the 
normal route. This regulative behavior is termed canalization. 
The mechanisms of canalization are not understood in detail. They 
presumably involve, however, competition of enzymes for substrates, 
enhancement and inhibition of enzymes and enzyme-activated processes, 
and reaction constants. 
The primary action of a mutant gene may be expected to disrupt or 
divert a normal developmental pathway. The systems of mutual interactions 
along this particular pathway and along succeeding developmental pathways 
would then attempt to buffer or to compensate for this disruption or 
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diversion. If the interaction mechanisms are completely successful, no 
mutant effects would be present in the end result. If the interaction 
mechanisms are only partially successful, then mutant effects would be 
present. The extent of these effects would depend on the degree of 
success of these interaction mechanisms. 
This degree of success is under genetic control. In other words, 
individuals of some genotypes have a better ability to regulate certain 
developmental pathways than do others. Any chosen set of developmental 
pathways can usually be successfully controlled in great detail by 
selective breeding. Various breeds and varieties have often been 
created or modified in this manner. 
A population that contains some genetic variability has a selective 
advantage. It can adapt to environmental changes, and natural selection 
can operate. The more highly a series of developmental pathways is pro­
tected by canalization, the more of this genetic variation can be con­
tained in reserve in this population without endangering the attainment 
of the optimum in a normal environment. On the other hand, the degree 
of canalization cannot be too high. If this lack of response to genetic 
variation is too high, then there is no mechanism by which the phenotype 
can adapt to a changing environment. Natural selection would have 
nothing on which to act. Further, in one sense, a high degree of 
canalization of development against environmental variations would 
be advantageous. The species could then survive under a wide range 
of environmental conditions. On the other hand, complete canalization 
against environmental change would prevent adaptation. All in all, 
evolution must favor strengthening canalization against deleterious 
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changes and loosening it in favor of adaptive ones. 
Web-foot 
Developmental action of the gene 
The primary action of this mutant leads to a preaxial reduction of 
the autopod. The size and extent of this alteration varies depending upon 
the buffering ability of the prior developmental pathways. This deforma­
tion is observable before necrosis appears between the toes and also prior 
to the formation of the distal phalanx of toe III. Thus the primary 
action of this mutant or of its normal allele probably has nothing 
directly to do with interdigital webbing or with the slanting of the 
distal phalanx of toe III or of any other toe. These appear to be 
indirect effects. 
As a result of this deformation, less mesodermal material is avail­
able for formation of one or more distal cartilage structures. The 
distal phalanx of toe III is the one most often affected. The phalanx 
or phalanges involved must be formed in a postaxially slanted position 
if they are to have sufficient mesodermal material for formation. This 
slanted position causes the developing phalanx to lie partially in what 
would otherwise be the interdigital zone on its postaxial side. The 
phalanx or phalanges which are to be slanted and the degree of the slant 
in each case seems to be largely determined by the size and extent of 
this deformation. The initial degree of slant or angle of deviation 
from the normal position of the phalanx involved appears to be inversely 
related to the amount of necrosis that appears in the interdigital region 
involved and thus clearly related to the amount of webbing observed in 
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the adult feet. Thus, in an indirect manner, the variations in size and 
extent of this deformation appears to be largely responsible for the 
variation in phenotypic expression. This web-foot condition appears to 
have a very different basis from that of ducks and similar web-footed 
wild species. 
Individual foot expression 
Penetrance and expression Penetrance is the term that was first 
used by Timofeef-Ressovsky (79) and by Timofeef-Ressovsky and Timofeef-
Ressovsky (80). They used this term to describe the simple fact that 
the phenotypic effect of a recessive gene does not always appear in all 
of the individuals homozygous for the gene. These authors would have 
never introduced the term penetrance if mutants were always expressed. 
Reduced penetrance is the result of successful canalization. 
Three points clearly indicated that the penetrance of the web-foot 
phenotype was clearly related to the expression of this mutant. First 
of all, the expression of this mutant ranged from "normal" or no expres­
sion to the claws-fused extreme. In other words, "normal" was an actual 
part of this mutant's phenotypic range of expression. Second, the per­
centage of "normal" progeny was found to be clearly related to the 
expression of webbing in the parents. Those parents with low expression 
of webbing produced a higher frequency of "normals" than did parents 
with a higher expression of webbing. Third, the penetrance was complete 
in the Claws-fused family. These points also indicate a genetic or 
partially genetic basis for penetrance. 
The distal phalanx of toe III The slanted position of the distal 
phalanx of toe III observed in the feet of Claws-fused family embryos 
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is attributed here to the preaxial deformation of the autopod. The phalanx 
could not have been formed in its normal position due to lack of the 
necessary mesodermal material. This phalanx was slanted so that it was 
parallel to the corresponding distal edge of the foot (Figures 11 and 12). 
This appears to be the maximum extent that the phalanx can be slanted as 
a result of the preaxial deformation. If the deformation were to result 
in a greater deficiency of mesodermal material available for the formation 
of this phalanx, then the phalanx would probably form only partially or not 
at all. If the embryos had been allowed to continue development, the 
presumptive claw areas of toes III and IV would have later partially over­
lapped and would have developed into partially fused claws characteristic 
of Class 6 feet. 
In accordance with Haddington's hypothesis of canalization, the 
distal phalanx of toe III would be expected to develop in the most normal 
position that the genetic and environmental conditions would permit. If 
the deformation were less severe, the slant of this distal phalanx would 
be expected to be correspondingly less. At some level the degree of 
slant would be small enough so that in later development the phalanx 
would be regulated back to normal position. A deviation just at or below 
this threshold would produce a foot in one of the four lower classes 
depending on the amount of deviation. Any deviation above this threshold 
would result in a Class 5 or a Class ô foot depending on whether or not 
this deviation was extreme enough to result in overlapping of the 
presumptive claw areas of toes III and IV. 
It should be pointed out that the change in position of this distal 
phalanx would be expected to depend on both the size and the location of 
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the deformation. Both of these variables would affect the amount of 
mesoderm available in the normal toe III area of development. 
Variation in expression of web-foot in interdigital zone III-IV 
According to the views of Waddington (82; 83; 84; 85), Goldschmidt (42), 
and of others, different genotypes are favorable to the expression of a 
particular mutant to different degrees. The evidence indicates that this 
is the case for web-foot. First of all, the data presented in Table 2 
strongly indicate a genetic or partially genetic basis for the variation 
in phenotypic expression of web-foot. A definite positive relationship 
existed between the amount of webbing in parents and in offspring. 
Secondly, the rapid creation of the Claws-fused family and the high 
incidence of the Glass 5 phenotype in this family support this point. 
This family was created over a period of three generations. After the 
first generation, over ninety percent of the feet of offspring were in 
Class D. 
Almost 647o of the feet of the birds of the unselected flock were 
classified in the lower three classes of expression, and over 50% were 
in the lowest. This clearly demonstrates that the genetic and environ­
mental factors favorable to the suppression of this phenotype were in a 
position of ascendancy in the unselected flock. The rapid creation of 
the Claws-fused family indicated that the influence of these factors 
can be rapidly diminished by selection. From this it is reasonable 
to conclude that this suppression was to a high degree genetic. 
Tlie continuous range of variation in webbing in interdigital zone 
III-IV can be explained by the inverse relationship between the degree 
of initial slant or angle of deviation from the normal position of the 
distal phalanx of toe III and the amount of necrosis in this interdigital 
zone. If the deviation of this distal phalanx from its normal position 
is slight, then the amount of necrosis would be less than normal by a 
correspondingly slight amount. The resulting foot would have either no 
web or a small one and be placed in Class 1. If the deviation were 
greater, necrosis would be reduced more and the adult foot would be 
arbitrarily placed in Class 2 or Class 3. If the deviation were at or 
just below the threshold of permanent alteration in position of this 
phalanx, necrosis would be reduced further and the resulting foot would 
be described as in Class 4. If the deviation were above this threshold 
but not to the level where the presumptive claw areas of toes III and IV 
overlapped, then necrosis would probably be reduced even more, and the 
foot labeled Class 5. If the deviation were extreme enough that the 
presumptive claw areas overlapped, then necrosis would perhaps be even 
less and the foot placed in Class 6. 
Class 5 had the lowest frequency of occurrence of all the phenotypic 
classes in all the categories listed in Table 2. This would suggest that 
this class was less favored than the others. Perhaps the difference 
between the maximum slant of the distal phalanx of toe III that normally 
produces a Glass 4 foot and the minimum deviation that normally is 
necessary for production of a Class 6 foot is relatively small. The 
corresponding differences for Class 2 and for Class 3 would probably be 
somewhat larger. These two classes were more favored than Class 5 but 
less favored than the other classes. Class 4 was higher in frequency of 
occurrence than Classes 2, 3, or 5 in all the categories listed in Table 
2. Thus it probably had a larger angular range than these three classes. 
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Webbing in interdigital zones II-III and I-II Webbing in the 
II-III interdigital zone was clearly a hereditary modification of the 
web-foot phenotype. Webbing in the I-II zone that was found in the 
Claws-fused family was probably a further extension of this phenotype. 
These extensions probably resulted from an increased deficiency 
of available mesoderm for distal phalanx development. This increased 
deficiency was probably due to an increase in extent or perhaps to a 
change in location of the preaxial deformation of the autopod. 
To be more specific, at least in stages 30 and 31 of embryos of 
the Claws-fused family, the deformation of the autopod involved the 
entire preaxial side of the foot. As a result less mesodermal material 
would be available for the formation of the distal phalanx of toe II 
and perhaps for the single phalanx of toe I. In a similar fashion as 
for the distal phalanx of toe III, the distal phalanx of toe II and 
possibly the only phalanx of toe I would be forced to develop in a 
postaxially slanted manner in order for sufficient material to be 
available for formation. 
The single phalanx of toe I began its formation at stage 30. 
Therefore, the deficiency of material would not usually be expected 
to have any great effect on the position of this toe. The distal 
phalanx of toe II puts in its appearance at stage 31. Thus it would 
be more likely to be affected than toe I, but less likely than toe II. 
This corresponds well to the fact that in adult Claws-fused family birds 
webbing appeared more frequently in the II-III interdigital zone than in 
the I-II zone, and that when webbing appeared in the latter zone, it was 
also present in the former. 
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Accordingly, the postaxial slanting of the distal phalanx of toe II 
and of the single phalanx of toe I should be accompanied by a reduction 
in necrosis in the respective interdigital areas. Such a reduction was 
observed in the feet of Claws-fused embryos of stages 32, 33, and 34. 
If the slant of the distal phalanx of toe II reduced necrosis 
sufficiently, the resulting foot would have webbing between toes II and 
III. Twelve such individuals were observed in this family. Sooner or 
later as the deficiency was increased in size, the slant of the single 
phalanx of toe I would become great enough and in a corresponding manner 
necrosis reduced enough so that webbing would also be observed in the 
I-II interdigital zone. Two such birds were observed in the Claws-fused 
family. One can predict that eventually these two webs would become 
complete. Beyond this point distal parts would probably be partially 
formed or not formed at all. 
Webbing occurred in the II-III zone of web-foot birds that did not 
exhibit Class 6 webbing between digits III and IV and that were not 
members of the Claws-fused family. It is suggested that the location 
of and size of the preaxial deformation was in each individual case of 
the proper size and extent to induce the proper amount of slanting of the 
distal phalanges of toes II and III and to reduce necrosis in the 
respective interdigital zones enough to permit webbing in these zones. 
Cause of the reduction of necrosis 
In embryos of the Claws-fused family, the distal phalanx of toe III 
presumably developed largely from undifferentiated mesodermal material 
located in the IXI-IV interdigital zone. When extra toes were found in 
^"Polydactyly, Davis syndrome, and other mutant situations, normally 
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interdigital undifferentiated mesoderm presumably developed into cartilage 
elements. In these cases and in the normal situation the remaining meso­
dermal material that is not destined for chondrification undergoes 
necrosis. 
Necrosis begins in the undifferentiated mesoderm just beneath the 
basement membrane (63). Saunders et al. (70) have presented evidence 
suggesting that the ectoderm plays a role in the initiation of this 
process. Normally when the excess undifferentiated mesoderm at the tip 
of the interdigital zone has been destroyed, necrosis moves proximally 
destroying the sparsely distributed mesoderm remaining between the 
digits. The ectoderm covering this interdigital zone is also eliminated. 
The degree of proximity of the distal phalanges of two developing 
digits determine the amount of undifferentiated mesodermal material 
remaining in the interdigital zone between them. This same proximity 
also limits the amount of interdigital ectoderm. One or both of these 
two limiting factors, the amount of undifferentiated interdigital mesoderm 
and the amount of interdigital ectoderm, must by necessity control the 
degree to which necrosis occurs. 
Asymmetry 
Asymmetry might be explained on the basis of genetic mosaicism. 
However, studies of mosaics have shown that they are quite rare in the 
pigeon (59, p. 549). The very common asymmetry found in web-foot stock 
is much more likely to be the result of some other basis. Since the 
right foot and the left foot develop very similarly, asymmetry in expres­
sion of this mutant would usually be attributed to environmental dif­
ferences between the two feet. Yet, asymmetry was clearly shown to be 
related to the degree of phenotypic expression, and phenotypic expression 
was found to be at least partially genetic. This seems contradictory; 
how can this be! A plausible explanation could be as follows. Some 
genotypes are more susceptible than others to environmental influences. 
These genotypes provide less buffering, ['/hen these genotypes govern, 
slight environmental deviations can result in large effects in later 
events. The phenotypes favored by these genotypes would be involved 
more often in asymmetrical combinations than less susceptible phenotypes. 
According to this interpretation, the genotypes favorable to Class 1 or 
Class 6 phenotypic expressions of web-foot are generally less susceptible; 
genotypes favorable to Class 2 or Class 4 phenotypic expressions are 
intermediate in susceptibility; and genotypes favorable to Class 3 or 
Class 5 phenotypic expression are most susceptible to environmental 
influences. 
Relationship between fcot-featherIns and web-foot 
Apparently Darwin failed to realize that not all pigeons of muffed 
breeds have webbed feet, and that web-foot pigeons may be otherwise 
normal. The variability of webbing in Hollander's Trumpeter-Homer 
hybrids agree with this. Moreover, all classes of webbing have been 
found in both muff and clean-leg breeds. The expression of web-foot 
has shown little or no influence on the adult expression of muff and 
vice versa. 
None of the three principal feather-footed phenotypes is known to 
involve abnormalities of the claw or other skeletal elements. As far 
as is known "they affect only the presence or absence of scales on the 
legs and toes and, in a corresponding manner, to the absence or presence 
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of leg and foot featheringo At present, there is no mutant phenotype 
in the pigeon known to result in foot feathering, interdigital webbing, 
and skeletal abnormalities as does brachydactyly in the chicken (71). 
There are two ways that developmental relationships between web-foot 
and any type of foot feathering could exist. Either the two develop­
mental systems must involve common pathways, or the two systems must 
share common modifiers. The limited data available suggest neither of 
these alternatives. No genetic linkage was indicated between web-foot 
and grouse. No linkages are known between web-foot and any other type 
of foot feathering. No evidence suggesting either a homology between 
the web-foot-muff combination and the wing or any other developmental 
or genetic relationship between web-foot and any of the three types 
of foot-feathering was found. 
jt-polydactyly 
Developmental action of the gene 
The primary action of this mutant leads to an apparent postaxial 
enlargement of the foot. The size and extent of this enlargement varies 
depending upon the buffering ability of the prior developmental pathways. 
This postaxial enlargement can be observed before the acropod is formed.. 
It appears that the size and extent of this enlargement determines the 
number and position of the extra digits. This situation is similar to 
that found by Gruneberg (43) in the mouse. The primary action of this 
mutant apparently is not directly involved in the production of extra 
digits or digital parts. These are secondary effects. 
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Two-dimensional drawings cannot show the entire picture. Sometimes 
this postaxial enlargement is dorsally located; sometimes ventrally 
located; and sometimes laterally located in the foot. This is revealed 
by the fact that in t-polydactyl adults extra toes or toe parts are 
commonly located either dorsally, ventrally, or laterally on the post-
axial side of the foot. In very extreme examples of embryos dead at 
hatching time the number of toes was so great and their positions so 
abnormal that none of them could be designated as normal. This indicates 
that the embryonic limb enlargement may not always be restricted to the 
postaxial side. 
The anomalous projections in the wings were all on the dorsal side. 
They deviated less from normal than did the feet. These projections have 
usually receded by hatching except in more extreme individuals. This 
suggests that the wing has better buffering ability than the feet at 
least for the series of developmental pathways involved. 
The degree of expression of this mutant appears to be partially under 
genetic control. The production of "normal" and of more extreme progeny 
appears to be at least partially the result of genetic modifying factors. 
In other words, certain genotypes are better able to canalize the effects 
of the mutant gene than others. 
The occurrence of "normal" individuals among the progeny of U428 and 
U455 suggests that a small number of developmental steps, perhaps just 
one or two, may be able to canalize the effects of this mutant. This 
does not exclude the likely possibility that at least some "normals" 
produced by other pairs were the result of the accumulation of the 
small buffering effects of many developmental steps. 
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Relatioiiship between t-polydactvlv and Show King Polydactyly 
The production of individuals showing both the Jt-polydactyl and the 
ohow King polydactyl phenotypes indicated that for the less extreme types 
the two mutant phenotypes probably develop independently of each other. 
This would apply to both the feet and the wings. 
The extreme polydactyl types, however, present a different picture. 
IJing examination of four of these individuals indicated that two were 
the preaxial or the Show King type of Polydactyly, that one was the post-
axial or the ^ -polydactyl type, and that one was a combination of both 
types. Foot examination could not separate these types. Breeding data 
from matings of double heterozygote x double heterozygote individuals 
also suggested that the extreme individuals did not belong to a new 
genetic class with respect to these two loci. This indicates that in the 
developing foot the action of certain genetic modifiers, probably derived 
from the Hasz source, permit any of the three mutant phenotypes to affect 
certain developmental pathways that would otherwise be adequately 
buffered against such effects. On the other hand, the anomalous 
projections of the developing wing are still restricted to preaxial 
and postaxial sides. 
Davis Syndrome 
The primary action of this mutant leads to partial or complete 
discontinuities in the apical ectodermal ridge. The discontinuities 
in the apical ridge lead to the formation of clefts in the outgrowing 
limb. The exact location and extent of these clefts are presumably 
determined by the buffering effect of the preceding developmental 
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pathways. Their exact location and extent would then determine the 
final acropod structure of the foot. If the clefts are small and 
located in the proper positions, perhaps the interdigital areas, then 
the resulting feet would be normal or quasi-normal. On the other hand, 
if the clefts are deep, numerous, or placed in a position where normally 
a digit would develop, then the resulting adult foot would be very 
abnormal. The digital phenotypic effects of the Davis syndrome phenotype 
are clearly secondary, indirect effects. The factor symbol cis is 
suggested for this mutant. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. The web-foot, _t-polydactyl, and Davis syndrome phenotypes were 
found to behave as single recessive genes with variable penetrance. 
2. The primary action of the web-foot mutant led to a preaxial 
reduction of the autopod of the foot. Because of this mesodermal reduc­
tion, the distal phalanx of toe III was formed in a postaxially slanted 
manner. The slanting of this distal phalanx had a reducing effect on 
the amount of necrosis in the III-IV interdigital zone so that a web 
remained. 
3. The preaxial reduction of the autopod of the foot also affected 
the distal phalanx of toe II and the only phalanx of toe I in a similar 
manner, but these phalanges were affected to a lesser degree because they 
are formed before the distal phalanx of toe III. 
4. The primary action of the _t-polydactyl mutant led to a postaxial 
enlargement of the foot and to anomalous postaxial projections on the 
wing. The location and extent of such enlargements were largely 
responsible for the size, number, and location of extra digits. 
5. Skeletal elements undergoing partial or complete duplication 
were delayed about one stage in both element formation and initiation of 
chondrification. Other skeletal elements were not similarly affected. 
6. The primary action of the Davis syndrome mutant led to a 
partially disrupted apical ectodermal ridge in the foot and later to 
the formation of clefts in the autopod of the foot. The distortions 
in the developing foot were largely determined by the location and 
extent of these clefts. 
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SmOylARY 
The three mutant types examined in this study were web-foot, _t-
polydactyly, and the Davis syndrome. All are recessives, with symbols 
Wj _t, and respectively. All are highly variable in expression and 
often asymmetrical. Only w is relatively common. 
Analysis of frequency data indicated that the range of variation 
in the web-foot phenotype was partially due to genetic causes. Inter­
mediate degrees of expression were found proportionately more frequently 
in asymmetrical combinations, suggesting that genotypes that favored 
these less stable phenotypes were more susceptible to environmental 
influences. In embryos of selected extreme stock, the earliest observed 
difference was a preaxial reduction of the autopod of~the foot at stage 
30. The distal phalanx of toe III developed in a postaxially slanted 
manner. Interdigital necrosis was found to be reduced. It is 
concluded that the action of this mutant first results in a pre-
axial reduction of mesodermal material available for formation of 
the distal phalanx of toe III. This distal phalanx developed in a 
postaxially slanted manner perhaps to compensate for this lack of 
material. The slanting of this phalanx appeared to have a reducing 
affect on the amount of necrosis that developed between toes III and 
IV so that webbing remains in the interdigital zone. The location and 
extent of the preaxial reduction would by this series of events largely 
determine the adult expression of the mutant. Similarly the preaxial 
reduction occasionally could produce webbing between toes II and III and 
perhaps rarely between I and II. 
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The range of variation in the expression of the _t-polydactyl pheno-
type was partially under genetic control. Genetic intensifiers respon­
sible for more extreme expressions of this phenotype appeared to be 
mostly derived from one source. At the other extreme, failure of 
penetrance seemed at least in some cases to be the result of a small 
number of genetic modifiers. In the embryonic foot the action of ^ /_t 
was found to result in a postaxial enlargement which appeared to be 
responsible for the extra digits. The skeletal elements undergoing 
complete or partial duplication were delayed about one stage in both 
element formation and initiation of chondrification. Other skeletal 
elements were not similarly affected. The developing _t-polydactyl wing 
often displayed an anomalous projection on the dorsal postaxial side. 
Such projections underwent chondrification and developed into extra 
digits only in the more extreme individuals. 
In the Davis syndrome specimens, heterogeneous distortions of the 
feet were observed, but the wings all appeared normal. In the embryo 
the action of ds/ds led to a partially disrupted apical ectodermal ridge. 
This ridge abnormality probably led to the formation of the clefts 
observed in the acropod. These clefts appeared to be the mechanical 
basis of the foot abnormalities. No wing abnormalities were observed. 
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GLOSSARY OF UNUSUAL TECHNICAL TERMS 
Acropod - The segment of the embryonic limb which corresponds to the 
digits (61). 
Autopod - The segment of the embryonic limb which corresponds to the 
skeleton of the hand or foot. The autopod is divisible into 
the basipod, the metapod, and the acropod (61). 
Basipod - The segment of the embryonic limb which corresponds to the 
carpal or tarsal elements (61). 
Hemimelia - The failure of a portion of the limb to develop. 
Heterodactyl - Individuals with one foot appearing normal and the other 
appearing mutant. 
Metapod - The segment of the embryonic limb which corresponds to the 
metacarpal or metatarsal elements (61). 
Postaxial - This term qualifies the region of the developing limb which 
is caudal in relation to a dorsoventral plane through the axis 
of the early appendage. 
Preaxial - This term qualifies the region of the developing limb which 
is cephalic in relation to a dorsoventral plane through the 
axis of the early appendage. 
Stylopod - Segment of the embryonic limb which corresponds respectively 
to humerus or femur (61). 
Zeugopod - The segment of the embryonic limb which corresponds 
respectively to the tibia-fibula complex or to the radius-
ulna complex (61). 
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